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ABSTRACT

Occupational Education Articulation Program

Wm. Edward Henderson, Jr.

The School District of Greenville County
301 Camperdown Way
P. 0. Box 2848
Greenville, South Carolina 29602

Project Period: March 1, 1981 through February 28, 1982

PURPOSE: TO develop a continuous program of vocational training in
drafting so ihat students may continue their education at the
secondary and post-secondary levels without 1.01111 of time or
waste of effort in repeating tasks that have been mastered
previously.

To remove unnecessary gaps or overlap in student learni g when'
the student completes a secondary level program and cont. ues
career development at the post-secondary technical education
level.

To provide a system whereby teachers can cooperate effectively
in providing a continuous occupational development_program
where the levels and types of trfining that lead to entry-level
employment skills will be clear/to students, educators, and
potential em?loyers.

METHOD: Drafting instructors from the vocational education centers of
the secondary level program of The School District of Green-
ville County and drafting instructors'from the post-secondary

- level program of Greenville Technical College were brought
together in Task. Force Committee meetings and workshops to
survey similar drafting training p ograms and to identify
possible overlap or gaps which might be encountered by students
as they continue drafting trainin from the secondary level to
the post-secondary level. The per rmance-based instructional
objectives guide developed by the Committee served as the main
vehicle for articulation. The Task Force Committee on Drafting,
by the task analysis process, identified drafting competencies
for Drafting.I essential for the student desiring to continue
drafting training or for initial entry into the labor market
in drafting. Performances identified were placed in an appropriate
sequential order and assigned instructional time and performance
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standards according xo their importance. Finally, sample
outcome-referenced measures of those competencies were developed
for use as a guide in articulation.

RESULTS: As a result of this project, the product, Articulated Instruction
Ob actives Guide for Drafting, was developed. The Guide,
however, is not an and product since it must be field trial
tested and revised. Modification and improvement to the Guide
are expected since the process of education must be continually
reviewed to ensure objectives are valid and are being met as
best they can be met.

In addition, a Policies anid Procedures Manual was developed to
assist in continuing and future articulation efforts. Two
sub-products, workshop guides, were assembled to assist workshop
leaders/coordinators and participants in the process of writing
objectives, performance actions, standards, and outcome-referenced
measures in the development of performance-based curriculum
material.
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PREFACE

The Articulated, Performance-based Instruction Objectives Guide for
Drafting I is designed for reference use in the articulation of very
similar vocational training programa at the secondary level, The School
District of Greenville County,,and at the I:lost-secondary level, Green-
villa Technical College, and to encourage performance -hased (competedce -based)
instruction and outcome-referenced (criterion-referenced) evaluation in
vocational training.

The writing of this Guide was compacteeinto a nine months period due to
the project beginning at a date later than originally planned and due to
the possibility that 1982-83 federal funding cutbicks might effect the
program. The compacting of therdevelopment time emphasized the need to
limit the initial sAope of the project to Drafting I, that area of
drafting where very similar vocational training was occurring and where
there was tentative agreement that students continuing their training
beyond the secondary level could,exempt post-secondary training if theY
demonstrated competency ia the performance of articulated skills taught
at thasecondary level.

The Articulated, Performanced-based Instruction Objectives Guide is
based on the concept that similar vocational training programs which
start at the samsrpoint in the total occupational program often result
in a duplication of instruction. To address this problemnrticulation,
through the vehicle of performan6e-based instruction, is designed to
reduce the need foi'post-secondary level students to repeat vocational
training successfully completed at the secondary level, if-the similar
training at the postsecondary level is continued within a specified
time. Currently, Greenville Technical College does dot conduct "Open
Program" instruction and students who qualify, upon entry, for advanced
vocational training at TEC require individual counseling and instructional
attention.

The articulation of vocational training between the secondary and post-secondary
levels is based on several concepts:

1. Similar vocational training courses at-the secondary and
post-secondary levels must be standardized in content so as to
be identifiable.

2. In addition to standardized performance objectives, both
levels of training must require the same standards of job
performance in tasks.

3. Finally, to foster validity and reliability in the articulation
process, it is necessary to standardize test items and procedures
in evaluating student job performance;
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The standardization of performance objectives (course content) is based
on the actual tasks necessary for employment auccess in the local or.

regional labor market. The porformance standards are determined by the
level of performance emphasized by employers fot initial job entry level
qualification. Performance standards exceeding the minimum recommendations
-for articulation are encouraged, especially for the better student.
Outcome-referenceameasures and evaluation of performance should reflect
agreement at both levels of instruction.

Traditionally, educators have tended to generate instructional objectives
from content; working forward to an output. Trainers in industry, the
military and, more recently,, in the vocational education field, have
stressed instructional objectives for a specific job, working from per-
formance to curriculum development. The latter approach is preferred to
ensure the validity of curriculum objectives and content in perforiance-based
vocational training.

Participants in performance-based articulation or instruction should be
committed to a systems approach of occupational training which starts
with a definition of the purposes of the training. This definition
(objectives statement) remains the criteria for evaluation throughout
the course and achievement,against the stated goals is the measure of
success.

Performance actions to reach the objectives represent detailed job
functions or activities which typically may be required of the draftsmin

. at the entry level. It is understood that a given employer may require
different tasks of an employee depending upon the particular situation.
The selection of performance actions represents an agreement by secondary
level instructors and concurrence by the post-secondary level instructors
that the actions are typical to those required on the job.

The performance-based instruction guide for drafting is designed to
provide a framewotk for lateral and vertical articulation for training
purposes'and for articulation to employers.
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OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ARTICULATION PROGRAM..

INTRODUCTION

ARTICULATION

Articulation is the joining or interrelating of two or more levels of

education, secondary and post-secondary or vocational and technical, in
order that very similar programs form a continuoui progression of sequential,

unduplicated training.

Articulation provides_a_system Whereby teachers can cooperate effec-
tively in providing instruction to meet the needs of individual students

in other that there will be no unnecessary gaps or overlap in student

learning, and Where the levels and types of training lead directly to

entry-level employment skills.

Vocational articulation, in short, is a clear expression and joining of

two siMilar levels of career training into a continuous sequence to the

benefit students, educators, employers, and the taxpayers.

THE ARTICULATION PROGRAM

Articulation of seCondary and post-secondary vocational training programs
has been discussed in educational circles for many years. In recent

years, articulation has become the subject of nationwide concern as well

as positive effort. In South Carolina, secondary and post-secondary

.
level vocational administrators have taken a supportive position for

articulation since the mid-1970s. Vocational articulation programa now

are underway in several locations in South Carolina.

The concept of articulation and the articulation program are supported

fully by The School District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical

College Which agreed upon a statemeit of purpose for articulating the

various vocational programs in Greenville County. Since 1976, they have

been working toward this goal. Thus, this articulation program is a

joint effort of The School District of Greenville County and Greenville

Technical College with the purpose of developing a continuous program of

vocational training so that students may continue their education without

loss of time or waste of effort in repeating tasks which have been

learned previously. This articulation program will help to remove

unnecessary gaps or overlap in studeit-learning which sometimes occur

when the student completes a secondary level program and continues

career development at the technical education level.

Articulatibn provides a system whereby teachers and instructors can
cooperate effectively in providing a continuous occupational development
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program where the level and type elf training that leads to entry-level
employment skills will be4olear to teachers and instructors, other edu-
cators, students, and potential employers.

In addition to the educational benefits resUlting from an articulated
vocational training program in Greenville County, taxpayers will benefit
through a reduction in the cost that is required to train students for
entry-level employment.

ARTICULATION COORDINATOR

The articulation coordinator and the articulation program.are fundedn
Largely through a federal grant. to The School District of Greenville 11"-
CountY through the South Carolina Appalachian Council of Governments.
The coordinator reports to the School District's Consultant for Voca-
tional Education.

The articulation coordinator is responaible for the overall planning a9d
sequential implementation of articulation efforts between The School
District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical College. The

sequential implementation is structured so that designated programs
which are very similar in nature are "articulated" and evaluated, the
articulation process is modified (if necessary), and other programs are
brought into the articulation process.

To facilitate articulation, the coordinator works cooperatively with
administrators, teachers and instructors, counselors, and joblaacement
coordinators on both the secondary and post-secondary levels es well as
with business, industry, and the general public.

The coordinator is assigned the tasks of providing leadership in planning
curriculum development, articulation agreements, resource development,
and evaluation of articulation.

INITIAL PROGRAM OBJECTIfts

Objective 1. Drafting and Business and Office Educationceourses at the
secondary level and similar training at the post-secondary level were
modified into performance-based modules.

Objective 2. Performance tests over each...Business and Office Edvation
and Drifting moduleowere developed. The outcome-referenced test lay
include a written examination on the theory and knowledge of the area of
instruction and a proficiency test of application of knowledge obtained.

Objective 3. The predictive validity of the tests over the Businese and
Office Education and Drafting modules is being determined in order that
meaningful and accurate scores reflecting competehey in the areas teited
can be determined.

PUTTING ARTICULATION INTO ACTION

For initial implementation of the articulation program, Drafting and
Business and Office Education were chosen as pilot programs. Drafting

3



course articulation involves.courses at four vocational education ce

P

ters

I
within the school district as well as at Greenville TEC. Business nd
Office Education involves courses at two vocational education cente s,
fifteen high schools,' and Greenville TEC.

To bridge any gaps that might exist betweea secondary and post-secon4ary
vocational training and to strengthen the sequence of occupational
training available tO students, there must be (1) contact, (2) communi-
cations.(3) coordination, (4) cooperation, (5) consolidation and, of

. course, (6) articulation between instructional participants at both
levels of training.

Among progrmn-participants, there must be: (1) agreement on purpose,
(2)xtrust; (3) respect, (4) a willingness .to take risks; and (5) a
willingness to experiment. The articulation process began with state-
ments of support from top manageMent of The School District of Greenville
County and Greenville Technical C011ege. Implementation of the articulation
program is under way and the final step will be the evaluation of program
effectiveness.

Those things which were accomplished during the initial stage include:

1. Existing curriculum content in Business and Office Education and
Drafting was revised into performance-based modules.

2. Scope and sequence, of module instruction were established.

3. Cognitive, and proficiency tests were developed,.

4. "Tryout7 testing of cognitive and performance tests Was initated.

Those things which can be accoMplished after the initial year include:
(1) pilot implementation of performance-based modules, and (2) full
validation of cognitive and performance tests.

ARTICULATION IS NOT WITHOUT WORK

Articulation.cannot take place vithout-the implementation of.performance-
,,

based instruction.

Performance-baSed instruction re4uires each student tomaster the vocational
curriculum material at a level of proficiency necessai-y for success in
entry level employment in the local labor market.

Everything id a performance-based'instruction system is made public
before instruction. There are no surprises for students, teachers,
administrators, or employers. When the student begins a program, information
is available to tall the student exactly what competencies are expected
to be developed as a result of the instructional program, how the student
will be evaluated and against What standards or criteria and how the
student's competencies will be communicated to the student, to other
instructora, and to future,employers.

4 13



Developing performance-based instruction guides take timg and work.

Progiam g6als must be identified. Vocat±onal training must be made,more

relevant to actual job tasks. The training or job environment, the
equipment needed and factors acting upon the student must be spelled
out. Furthermore, outcome7referenced measures must be developed to
demonstrate the student's mastery in knowledge and skill performance.

A SYSTEM FOR INSTRUCTION

A performance-based instruction system tells a student exactly what the
student must learn, instructs the student in that skill or knowledge;
and then tests on mastery of that specific campetence.

*Develop
Measures

of

Proficiency

*Validate I

Measures

Survey industry, business,
relevant job areas and tasks,
and students

&&

IUevelop Training Objectives I

S OOOOO s

Task Ahalysis

DESIGN COURSE CONSTRUCTION
*-Identify Sequence of

Activities
-Select Teaching Materials
-SeleCi Presentation Methods

Conduct Empirical Testing
& Evaluation

Implement Program IRevision I

Schematic of the Systeme Approach to Instruction.
Articulation will help clarify those areas marked

with an asterisk-(*). The actual system may vary
with the program, institution, or individual
instructor.

Iti
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BENEFITS FROM ARTICULATION

Articulation will enable the secondary school graduate to enter a very
similar vocational trdining program at the technical college level and
pick up with the next logical step.in career development. Articulation
will enable the student to continue his training beyond the knowledge
and skills level.already mastered so there will be.a minimum of dupli-
cation in time and cest and maximum.benefits in terms of knowledge and
proficiencies gained from the instructional program.

Articulation should result in .simore sequential vocational training
opportunity. Training at the secondary and post-secondarY levels should
become more responsive to the needs of a rapidly changing technological
community. Articulation should help improve retention of students who
Continue their vocational training beyond high school'. Moreover, the
motivation for learning and performance should be improved among these
students.

The articulation process will require teachers and administrators from
different schools to work closely together, Will encourage cooperation
between instructors, and will result in a more uniform curriculum program.

For vocational students, career and educational alternatives will be
increased while training time and costs should be decreased. Vocational
students should gain mastery of the competencies of their chosen occupa-
tional field and will be encouraged to continue their career education
as a life-long process. Articulation will facilitate the progression of
the student through training and into the work force.

As a by-product of articulation, vocational training should become more
relevant to actual job tasks. Graduates should be more productive
employees due to their training.

As articulation is thoroughly develdped, the taxpayers of Greenville
CoUnty will gain through the savings of tax dollars that-result from
more efficient vocational and technical training.

A PROGRESSIVE STEP AHEAD

Typical barriers to articulation such as individual education system .
'divisions, each with its own philosophy, administrative "logistics" or
the magnitude of the task of.curriculum revision, have not delayed The
School District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical College
from recognizing the common need to work together at the instructional
level as well as at the institutional level. The District and TEC are
committed to developing a management System for articulation between
similar secondary and post-secondary vocational training programs.

The School District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical CRllege
are committed to doing their best to meet the expanding need in Greenville
County for workers proficient in vocational skills and knowledge.



PURPOSES OF THE ARTICULATED INSTRUCTION GUIDE

The articulated instruction objectives guide for Drafting is expected to

serve the following purposes:

1. The guide serves as the primary vehicle for the articulation of
drafting-subject matter in similar vocational training programs
between the vocational education centers and Greenville Technical-
College through use by instructors at both levels as a reference in
preparing instruction.

2. The guide provides a listing of the miniMum tasks that a student or
worker is expected to .perform in the conduct.,of a specific level

job in the area of vocational training or work of concern.

3. The guide identifies the primary, detailed instruction objectives
(performance objectives) which are based upon the task listings.
The tasks generally are listed in the sequence of complexity with

the least complex task being listed first, except where a task must
be performed as a prerequisite to performance of another task.

4. The guide identifies the actions performed (actions, steps, or sets
of skills) and related technical information which must be taught
and learned to accomplish each major instruction objective. .The

tasks performed represent the minimum skills and related infornation

required for adequate occupational proficiency in the performance

objectives.

5. The guide designates the-instruction contact hours necessary to
provide the required instruction, as required by appropriate edu-
cational agencies or offices, as estimated by the instructor7
participants on the Occupational Education Articulation Program
Drafting Task Force Committee, and based on the time required to

teach the average learner to perform the task. The time estimated

is based on having the essential equipment, facilities and instructional

aids required to provide the instruction whenever the class size,is
limited to an acceptable number.

6. The guide identifies the performance standards to be met for occupational
proficiency in the task. Performance standards used are those
considered to be minimum business or industry entry level standar4s.
The ability to meet the listed standards of performance will be

considered as qualification for advanced instruction,in the vocational

program.

16
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7. The guide provides direction in ..the conduct of sequential vocatkonal.
CoMpetency instruction by modules or job taeks, resulting in qualifi-
cation by the learner to perfotm limited skill specialist jobs of
progressively higher skills until the yrogram objective is reached

/ (i.e., apprentice to: draftsmany etc.). As the student becomes pro-
ficient in the petformance of tasks in successiVely more complex .
modules, more marketable competencies are gained And maTbe identified
as the lowet'job qualificationb of a spegialist. 1Through this
procedure, mien the slower_student it providefian:opportunity to
eventually gain sufficient skills perfotm adequately as a specialistj

_

at some level in the vocational fi ld,"-even if the student is
unable to complete the total program of training.

Thestandardized sequ nce of activities of the vocational instruction
Modules will facilitale lateral articulation-between vocational
educa;ion centers in the School District of,Greenville County and
Will simplify vertical articulation when training is continued at
Greenville Technical College and.when comnunicating to employers.

8. The guide provides a descriptive listing of equipment required to
conduct the program of vocational training. The equipment listed
is considered to be the type and-quantity essential for the conduct
of instruction to prepare students for entry-level employment in
the vocation field. It may be necessary to delay teaching some
tasks involving special equipment, if that equipment is not avail-
able at all instructional sites, or to 'move students and equi01nent
together as necessary to teach skills.

9. The guide provides information about requirements or limitations
that typically are involved in the performance of the task, environ-
mental conditions and physical demands that affect performance of
the task.

10. The guide provides a list of standardized performance test items/
and outcome-referenced measures to be used in the determination of
vocational proficiency. As long as the specifics are not provided
to students, the test items listed cannot be compromised easily and
clild serve as study guides.

11. The tasks listed in the guide are the minimum requirements for job
qualification under average circumstances in a regtonal market. It

is understood that there may be unlisted tasks that some employers
may require the worker to do in the occupation, when in their
employment. In addition,,there may be unlisted task!, such as
mental process tasks, that are not stated but that may occur and
that should be considered in instructional planning or testing.

Instructors may teach skills and related technical information
other_than what is shown in thetguide. Provision of additional
information should be limited tb the students who have codpleted
the mquirements for the tasks emphasized in the instructional
guide. The change of tasks in the uide should be based on task
force committee agreement, to ens ateral and vertical

articulation.



12. It is expected that there will be updating and correction of items
in the articulated instruction guide. Participants are to be sure

that the contents are valid and consistent with business and industry

requirements. Recommendations ehould be submitted to the Occupational
Education Articulation Program office which will assemble and
present them to the appropriate committee for review and possible

adoption.

13. Typically, the teacher/instructor should not plan to conduct instruction
in a,given articulated module unless the capability exists to
conduct all of the instruction to meet the instructional objectives,,
with the result that the successful student is qualified to perform
the tasks identified within the module.

14. An underlyins philosophy in vocational training i& that it is
-better to prepare the student to be fully qualified to perform all
of the tasks in a limited group of modules in a vocational field
and be qualified at a lower job level rither than to be only familiar

with a large number of task descriptions or duties and qualified to
perform none of theta fully. For higher levels of job qualification,
beiond the secondary level of vocational training, the student or
worker is encouraged to enroll at Greenville Technical college.

15. Genera14, vocational programs will include certain basic modules

or courses of instruction without which the student would not be

considered vocationally qualified at any level. Basic modules
typically will be identified and taught early in the program sequence.

16. The articulated instruction guide provides information essential to
help the vocational student, who completes training at the secondary

level and continues career development,treining at the post-secondary
level in a spdailar program, receive appropriate credit for the
articulate4evocational training that has,been mastered at the

secondary level.

9
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

4%k

The following definitions of terms are applicable to the articulated,
performance-based instruction guides developed as product of the Artic-,

ulated, Performance-Based Instruction Guide.

Behavior:

Concept:

Criterfa:

Damain:

Duty:

The actions of a person (specifically, job or job raining

actions). Behavioral actions include(both overt, those .

that can be observed, and covert, those not observable
outwardly. Performance may be interchanged with behavior
in the project. (See also Performance Actions).

A group of ideas that may be classed together or that are
similar.

A standard by which performance may be measured, usually
considereol the minimum standard.

. A cluster of related jobs.

One of the distinctlalof activities involved in the work
performed and comprisingrelated tasks.

Evaluation: When a caparison is made between a mea rement and a standard

and judgment ia peased on the compariso

Item: A single stimulus or stimulus pattern that calls for a
single response or set of responses. It is one sample of

behavior or performance. The response may be simple or
complex.

Job: The duties "or tasks ectually performed by a specified
individual.

Knowledge,: tn this project, knowledge refers to acquired covert
behavior'which facilitates skills and performance, such
as the theoretical information of what should be done
under given circumstances, and in what order of sequence
performance should occur to accompliah the objective.

Measurement: The process of determining the extent some characteristic
is &emaciated with the student.

Module: Modules'in the pilot Drafting and Business and Office
Education curriculum modifications in the Occuptional
Education Articulation Program have been designed to



coincide secotidary level training with post-secondary
level similar areas of training.

Another method of deVeloping modules might be for modules
to represent an identifiable, complicated task or job_
area involving a number of sub-6tasks such as "Electrical
Systems" in Automotive Mechanics.

referenced Evaluation: In norm-referenced evaluation, meadures are
dependent on a relative standard. Xeasures compare the .

capabilities of one student to those of other students.

Ob ective: (See Performance Objective) A stated desired outcome of
training or the end result of ihe job, task, or perfor-
mance actions. Objectives referred, to in this project
wilrbeterminal objectives, generally representing a
specific job function.

Occupational Education: An'organized sequence of learning experiences
consisting of vocational theory, practice, and skills
taught to students on a regular,or systematic batilis.*

*Reference: Standards of the Delegate Assembly (Atlanta:
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission
on Occupatiohal Education, December, 1972) p. 12. .

P

Outcome-referenced Evaluation: Outcome-referenced, or criterion-referenced,
,measurement provides a standard of achievement for the
individual as compared with specific behavioral objectives
and therefore provides information about the degree of competence
attained by the student.

The outcome-referenced measure is a performance or other
measure based upon a performance objective, the accomplish-
ment of which measures attainment of that objective.

Performance: Performance is used in this project to refer to a job or
task which results from a set of sequential actions or steps.

Performance Actions: A series of steps, generally arranged in a sequrce
ordinarily followed, which when completed may result in
the accomplishment of a performance objective (perfor-
mance of a task).

Performance actions may be referred to as a set or sets
of skills, functions, or steps. V-TEC (Vocational-Technical
Educat on Consortium of States) catalogs generally describe
perforiace actions in the "performance guide" of their
format.

Articulated, Performance-based Instruction Guide: A comprehensive collection
of performance objectives, performance actions to obtain
those objectives, suggested hours for instruction (for
planning purposes), performance standards, related technical

11



information, and outcome-referenced measures, as well as

general secondary level and post-secondary level descriptions
of similar courses for the purposes of aiding lateral and

vertical articulation concerning the iubject area.

Performance-basedInstruction: Performance-based (campetence-based)
instruction is based on the competencies or tasks performed

by on-the-:job workers. Everything in a performance-based
instruction system is made public beforehand. There are

no surpriees for student, teacher, counselor, or employer.

When the student begins a program, information is available
to tell the student exactly What competencies are expected

to be developed as a result of the instructional program,
how and against what standards or criteria the student
will be evaluated, and how the student's competencies
will be communicated to the student, instructors, and to,
employers. A performance-based instructional system
tells the student exactly what the student must learn,
teaches the student that skill or knowledge, and then
teats on mastery of that specific competence.

Performance Objective: A statement in precise, moksurable terms of a
particular behavior to be exhibited by a learner under
specified conditions. It possesses each of the elements
or characteristics specified below:

' Conditions under which the performance is to take place.

Behavior Des946,oxPected of the student (things ta be
done, the performance desired).

II

Standards to determine how well the performance is to be

171;;;-(7ateria).

Performance Test: A performance test requires the student to demonstrate
(master) ths,deaired,behavior of the objective (accomplish
a job-like task) under controlled conditions.and according

to predetermined standards. The controlled conditions
allow the student ta demonstrate the desired behavior and
the conditions remain consistent from student to student;

Skill:

Step:

Primarily, skill refers to overt, observable performance,
however,At is recognized that there are covert skills
required/in some performances.

Step is used to refer to a task or action, genealir as a
sequence of steps involved in the accomplishment of

performance objective or job.

Systems Approach: The systems approach to instruction emphasizes the
specification of instructional objectives, precisely
controlled learning experiences to achieye the objectives,
criteria for performance, and evaluative information. ;



Task: A task is a set of skills (set or sets of funttions,
actions, or steps) the student must perform to accomplish
the job (training). A task may be described as a logi-
cally related set of actions necessary or required to
complete the job objective. Several tasks cauld be
referred to as a duty.

Task Analysis: Task analysis is breaking down a learning task (objective)
into component tasks each of which must be mastered as a
,fterequisite to mastery of the total job.

Task List:

Test:

A listIng of tasks (performance objectives) performed by
incumbent workers (students in training) within a domain
of interest (course of study).

An event during which the student is asked to demonstrate
sone asppct of knowledge or skill is a test.. It can be a
singleviest item, but usually it consists of several
items.
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ORGANIZATION
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, OCCUPATIONAL-EDUCATION ARTICULATION PROGRAM
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Because the Occupational Education Articulation Program involved important
joint decisions between The School District of Greenville County and
Greenville Technical College, such as advanced credit or placement and
methods of communications, it was crucial that a governing board be
established to provide the necessary structure for coordinating the
program through the two institutions. Consequently, an Executive Committee

was established during the slimmer of 1980.

The ExeCptive Committee met at regular intervals to review and discuss
the OccMational Education Articulation Program activities and products
and to.plan the direction of future articulation activities.

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ARTICULATION PROGRAM
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

An Advisory Committee wits established so that representatives from the
participating institutions and industry might participate in the formulation

of the program. The Advisory Committee primarily,functioned as a sounding
board to determine completion requiremeAts foT job entry skill training
and to provide current data about industry m4w9wer needs, new techniques,
ankequipment trends.

In addition to project outlined responsibilities, the Advisory Committee, v

because of its unique membership composition, was called upon for recommendal4

tions concerning the credentialing of students at the secondary level,
communicating competencies between institutions or to employers, post-
secondary handling of graduates of secondary articulated programs that
may qualify for advanced placement, and a procedure for. meaningful

feedback from the post-secondary institution to the secondary institution
concerning the competencies of advanced placement studen1e4

The Executive Committee and Advisory Cammittee membership for the 1981- 2
period is listed on the following pages.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Oncupational Education Articulation Program

"'-

Greenville County school District

Dr. J. Floyd Hall
Superintendent of Schools
The School District of Greenville County
P.O. Box 2848
Greenville, SC 29602
242-6450

Dr. Norman Mullins
Associate Superintendent for Educational Development
The School District of Greenville County
P.O. Box 2848
Greenville, SC 29602
242-6450

Mr. Thomas E. Kerns
Associate Superintendent for Personnel Services
The School District of Greenville County
P.O. Box 2848
Greenville, SC 29602

242-6450

O. Richard Cothran
Consultant for Vocational Education
The School District of Greenville County
P.O. Box 2848.
Greenville, SC 29602
242-6450

Eddie Jbfies Jr., Director
Donaldson Vocational Center
Donaldson Center
GreenVille, SC 29605

277-3656

Bill Jordan, Director
Enoree Vocational Center
108 Scaleybark Road
Greenville, SC 29609
246-7250

16
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Dr. John Raucum, Directbr
Foothills Vocational Center
Rt. 1, St. Marks Road
Taylors, SC 29687

244-9585

W. H. Chastain, Director
Golden Strip Vocational Center
Rt, 19 East Butler Road
Greeniii-ie, SC 29607

288-1842

QV'

(Committee Chairman)

Mr. 14m. Edward Henderson, Jr., CoOrdinator
Occupational Education Articulation Program
The School District of Greenville County,
Donaldson Center
Greenville, SC 29605

277-3656

Greenville Technical College
1114

Dr. Thomas E. Barton, President
Greenville Technical College
P.O. Box 5616
Greenville, SC 29606
242-3170

'Dr. Lester Reed
Vice President for Education J
Greenville Technical College
P.O. Box 5616
Greenville, SC- 29606
242-3170'

Dr. Kay Grastie
Dean of Instruction
Greenville Technical College
P.O. Box 5616
Greenville, SC 29606

242-3170

'Appalachian Council of Governments

Sam Cargill
Rducational Planner
South Carolina Appalachian Council of Governments

P.O. Drawer 6668
Greenville, SC 29506

242-9733
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Ad,hoc (Corresponding Members)

Dr. Cecil Walters
Coordinator of Vocational Articulation
Division of Educational Servides
SC State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education
Hobinson Building - Lexington Avenue
West Columbia, SC 29169

758-7830

Dr. Robert T. Benson
Chief SupervisOr,-Curriculum Development
Office of Vocational Education
SC State Department of Education
1107 Barringer Building

,1338 Main Street
-Columbia, SC 29201

758-59/1

Mr. WM. Edward Henderson, Jr., Coorainator
Occupational Education Articulation Program
The School District of Greenville County
Donaldson Vocational Center
,DOnaldson Center
Greenville4 S.C. 29605

277-3656
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OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION ARTICULATION PROGRAM
ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Mrs. Hazel Hall
Vice President for Student Affairs
Greenville Technical College
P. O. Box 5616
Greenville, South Carolina 29606
Telephone: 242-3170 (316)

Mrs. Sharon Shook
Business Counselor
Business Technical College
P. O. Box 5616
Greenville, South Carolina 29606

Telephone: 242-3170

Mr. Walter Rice, Chairman
Engineering Gfaphics Department
Greenville Technical College
P. O. Box 5616
Greenville, South Carolina 29606

Telephone: 242-3170

Mr. Rudolph G. Gordon
-Assistant Superintendent, Southviest Area
The School District of Greenville County
37 Tindal Avenue
Greenville, South Carolina 29605

Telephone: 233-1652

Mr. Lloyd E. Kelly, Principal
Woodmont High School
Route 4, Box 402
Piedmont, South Carolina 29673

Telephone: 277-1618

Mr. Eddie Jones, Director
Donaldson Vocational Center
Donaldson Center
Greenville, South Carolina 29605

Telephone: 277-3656



If

Mr. Steven A. McMeekin
Job Placement Coordinator
Enoree Vocational Center
108 Scalybark Road
Greenville, South Carolina 29609

Telephone: 246-7250

Mrs. 'Barbara A. Haney, Counselor
Southside High School
100 Blassingame Road
Greenville, South Carolina 29605

Telephone: 277-6135

Program Staff,

Mr. WM. Edward Henderson, Jr., Coordinator
Occupational Education Articulation Program
The School District of Greenville County
Donaldson Center
Greenville, SC 29605

; 277-3656
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ocippATNAL EDUCATION ARTICULATION PROJECT
TASK FORCE COMMITTEE

DRAFTING

Research and situational analysis indidated that the primary group
involved in curriculum development efforts should be the local vocational

and technical education instructors.

The vocational and technical education instructors probably are some of

- the best informed persons at the local leVel toridentify present and
future training needs in the drafting career field, define objectives
which will have to be realized, outline a syllabus of instruction,
determine the order of tasks or topics, suggest an appropriate instructional
-time. and describe the resources involved to accomplish the overall job.

Occupational Education Articulation program development activities were"
organized around a n6c1eus Task Force Committee on Drafting composed of

teachers representing drafting programs at the secondary level vocational
education centers of The School District4of'Greenville County and at the
post-secondary level at Greenville Technical College's Engineering
Graphics Technology program in the Engineering Technology Division.

One purpose of the Drafting Task Force Committee was to revise the
drafting curriculum into a sequential, performance-based program. A

second purpose vas to develop outcome-reference tests to be administered
to students at the completion of their secondary level of:training so

they would objectively demonstrate levels of achievement. A third

purpose of the Task Force Committee was to contribute to the development

,of a:policy and procedures manual to guide continued implementation of
vocational,articulation and assist with further articulation activities.

-

The Task Force Committee included four drafting program teachers from
the vocational education Centers,of The School District of Greenville
County and the Graphica Engineering Technology Department Chairman and
other drafting instructors from Greenville Technical College.

3 0
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DRAFTING
TASK FORCE COMMITTEE

SECONDARY LEVEL: Drafting I

Golden Strip Vocational Center

Foothills Vocational Center

Enoree Vocational Center

Donaldson Vocational Center

Buford Garrett

Richard T. Davis

Jerry D. Sparks

Albert L. Waters

POST-SECONDARyi4EVEL: Engineering Graphics Technology

Greenville Technical College Walter Rice,

Engineering Graphics Technology Department Chairman

Engineering Technology Division

John Terry
Lester Caraway
Jim Henderson
George Failor



SUMMARY OF

ACTIVITIES AND PARTICIPATION
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1981-82 PRODUCTION SCHEDULE (ACTUAL)

Program
Descri tion

Task
(Obli

sting
ctives

(DRAFTING TASK FORCE COMMITTEE)

Performance
Actions

Performance
Standards

Outcome-Referenced
Measurement

_
MAY

,

Workshop #1
Committee began
Writing
Descriptions

.
Workakop #1
Began Writing
Objectives

_

-..

Workshop #1
Began Writing
Actions

Workshop #1'
Began Writing
Standards

.

JUNE Committee Reviewed
Drafts .

Committee outlined
Major Objectives
(Task Listing)

Task action
Writing

.

Continued

Continued Writing
.

JULY CoMPleted Draft Revisions Actions completed
for each objective

Developed jointly
with Performance
Actions

-AUGUST
, ...

Completed Revisipils Revisions

,

SEPTEMBER Progress report
to Executive
Committee

,

,

OCTOBER
c

.

Began review and
revisions

Began review
and revisions

Began review 'Workshop
and revisions

#2 Began
writing sample
test items

NOVEMBER Completed review Completed review Completed review Completed review
test items
Credentialing

Developed

DECEMBER
_

Reviewed by
Executive
Committee

Reviewed by
Executive
Committee

Reviewed by
Executive
Committee

)

Reviewed by
Executive
Committee

,Inatrument
Reviewed by
Executive

Committee

JANUARY 1982 Final Revisions
and Reproduction
Approved by
Executive Committee

Final Revisions
and Reproduction

.

Final Revisions
and Reproduction

Final Revisions
and Reproduction

Final Revisions
snd Reproduction

FEBRUARY Print &
Distribute

Print &
Distribute ----- .

Print &
Distribute ---,--

.

Print &
Distribl -----

print &
bistribute

3 -1
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Secondary
Drafting
Instructor

DRAFTING TASK FORCE COMMITTEE
SUMMARY'OF PARTICIPATION

Secondary
Vocational
Center 0 k 40,

4J ICU 2 Ii 0 41
W t 44 '8 1 1 4 4

rl

S%gl %Ott 0g:124
in in Cn Z 6.4 in r.4 C.3

Al Waters
_
Donaldson -x-x x x *x x"* 36

Richard Davis Foothills - - - - * x x *,
_

12

Jerry Sparks Enoree xx--*xh* 21

}3uford Gairett Golden Strip _x_x -_-_*_x_x 24

CODE:

* No meeting
- No Participation
x Participation

1/2 day

The post-secondary drafting participants, met regularly to develop materials.
Walter Rice, Chairman of the Engineering Graphics Department, Greenville
Technical College, participated regularly as his schedule and responsibilities

permitted. When Mk. Rice was unable to attend a committee meeting, material

was shared prior to and after the meeting for infromation and to gain input.
The cooperative interest that Mr. Rice and his instructional staff took in the

project made personal visits, telephone and mail exchanges of information, and

input feasible.

The summary of participation by committee members does net
telephone and office visits, and exchanges in information
the outside work that the individual participants gave to
the articulated, secondary level instruction guide.

The estimated total hours for the development of Drafting
ForcaCommittee, including the TEC representative but not
Program Coordinator, is 99 hours (calculated release time
supeivisory responsibilies for development of instyuction

reflect mail,
regarding
the writing of

I by the Task
including the
from classroom/
guide).

Two one-hour (approximate) workshops were conducted during the produition

time alloted for the development of the Articulated, Performance-based
Instruction Guide for Drafting I and involved approximately 8 total hours

of the participants'rtime. Thia resulted in approximately 91 hours
total writing tims for the Task Force Committee to draft the articulated
instruction guide for Drafting I.
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LEVEL.w

TITLE:

DESIGNATION:

SECONDARY
DESCRIPTION:

OBJECTIVES:

PREREQUISITES:

Secondary

Drafting I

Drafting I

DRAFTING

COMPUTER NUMBER: 753

Drafting Itraind the student to interpret the notes and
Sketches of engineer:vend to develop plans which bring the
engineerls design into reality. Graduates of the program
are prepared to enter industry as apprentice draftsmen
or graphic technicians.

The draftsman trainee translates the ideas, rough sketches,
specifications, and calculations Of engineers, architects,
and designers into working plans Which are uses by skilled
craftsmen in making a product; The draftsman uses such
instrumentivas comiasses, dividers, protractors, and triangles
to prepare clear, complete, and accurate working plans of
buildings and structures as well as electrical, mechanical,
and aeronautical components or equipment.

Upon completing Drafting I, the student will possess a base
of knowledge and skills necessary for:

A. Initial entry level employment in the general field
of drafting.

B. Entry into advanced study at the secondary level in
Drafting II, a second year of training with specialized.
study in such areas as mechanical, architectural, or
structural drafting-.

C. Entry into Engineering'Graphics Technology at Greenville
Technical College with possible.advanced standing credit
awarded for Engineering Graphics TechnologY courses 111,
121, and 131, based on demonstrated acceptable know-
ledge and performance standards.

The student should possess a mechanical aptitude, the ability
to visualize space relations or visualize in three dimensions,
and should have ability in mathematics. Free-hand drawing
ability'and knowledge of basic geometry are helpful.

D-1
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REQUIRED/SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION HOURS:

Level Secondary--
System Year
Division ClaSs ,L256 Total
Credits 3 ( 3

Rodrs _ .540
..

540

PERFORMANCE Given basic drafting tools and:equipment, the student
EVALUATION: will demonstrate mastery of drafting instruments to

produce .clear, complete,- and accurate working plans froM
given ideas, rouglk sketches, specifications, and designs
in a graphic form useable by skilled craftsmen in making
a product. .The student.will demonstate, through outcome-
referenced measures, the.knowledge and skill level necessary
to successfully pursueDrafting II, a second year Of
study; to qualify for advance.standing at the pOst-
secondary level in Engineering Graphics Technology with
credit for-EGT 111, 121, or 131; or to qualify for ent
level-employment as a drafting trainee or apprentice.

\4t

,

' JOB
QUALIFI- Drafting I is part of a two-year block of training at the
CATIONS:- secondary level: Mastery of Drafting I skills and know,-

ledge will qualify the student to pursue Drafting II with
a high probability of success and may qualify the student
to exempt Engineering Graphic Technology courses EGT 111,
121, and 131, Ut Greenville Technical College if the student
continues career development training at the institution
in Engineering Graphics Technology. Basic skills and
knawledge of Drafting I prepares-the student for entry
level employment as an apprentice draftsman with one year
of experience.

WORKING Usually, work is in a well lighted and ventilated drafting
CONDITIONS: room. The drafter must stand or sit for long periods

doing tedious work. Work is not strenuous and is suited
for physically.handicapped persons whose disability does
not limit use of hands or fingers.

LEVEL: Post-secondary

TITLES: Engineering Graphics I, II, and III

DESIGNATIONS: EGT 111, EGT 121, and EGT 131

42
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POST-SECONDARY .Engineering Graphics Technology is a two-year Associate

DESCRIPTION: Degree program of Greenville Technical College. It

is the art and science of representing three-dimensional
objects upon a two-dimensional surface. This representa-
tion is done according to mathematical rules of
.projection and the engineering design process in a
'manner and form hecessary to define precisely their
shape, size, material, and manufacturing specifications.
Instruction is given in drafting fundamentals including
manufacturing drawings; methods and processes;
assemblies anelayouts; and speciality drafting such
as maOhine, electrical, mechanical, piping, structural,
civil, and architectural. The student is trained to
enter the field as a drafter apprentice.

COURSE
OVERVIEW: EGT 111, Engineering Graphics I

This.is an introductory course for students majoring
in Engineering Graphics and.related engineering
technology programs. Students 0111 learn basic
skills, including instruments use; lettering, sketching,
geometric oonstruction, orthographics, and dimensions.

EGT 121, Engineering traphics,II

A continuation of Engineering'Graphics I, students
learn to draft pictorials, auxiliaries, sections,
intersections, developments, snd fasteners.
(Prerequisite: °EGT 111)

EGT 131, Engineering Graphics III

This course is a continuation of Engineering.Graphics
II and introduces the student to the different types
of working drawings, including their use and purpose.
Students also learn notes, limits, tolerances, mitt r

precision. (Prerequisite: EGT 121)

REQUIRED/SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION HOURS:

Level Post-Seconda
Course Class Lab Hrs./Wk. Qtro/Hrs. Credits
EGT 111 3 3 6 60 4

EGT 121 1 9 10 110 4

EGT 131 1 9 10 110 4

TOTAL QUARTER HOURS: , 280 A

PERFORMANCE EValuation of student performance is accomplished through
EVALUATION: objective measures of knowledge and performanci and 10

instructor rating of performance. (See appendixes for
further information.)

D-3
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SCOPE OF PROJECT
DRAFTING

(SiMilar Training)

Secondary Level
(Year or 9-months system)

DRAFTING
,

Drafting I

Drafting III,'

Post-SeCondary Level
, (Quarter system)

EGT 111 Engineering Graphics I
EGT 121 Engineering Graphics II'
EGT 131 Engineering Graphics III

No specific equivalent identified //

Unless otherwise specified, secondary level courses are based on the
180 day schoolyear system and postsecondary level codrses are based
on the quarter system.

The post-secondary level courses are those of the Engineering Graphics
Technology Department of Greenville Technical College.

*As yet, an articulated, performance-based instruction guide has not been
completed for Drafting II.
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POST-SECONDARY DRAFTING TOPICS
SIMILAR TO SECONDARY LEVEL DRAFTING I

1st Quarter (Engineering Graphics I EGT 111)

1. Instrument Drawing (one view)

2. Lettering

3. Geometric Construction

4. Sketching and Shape Description

5. Dimensioning

6. Reproduction and Control of Drawing

7. Multiview (Orthographic) Projections

2nd Quarter (Engineering Graphics II, EGT 121)

8. Section Views

9. Auxiliary Views

10. Revolutions

11: Screw, Threads, and Fasteners

12. Iso ric Drawings

13. Obilque Drawings

14.4 Intersections and Developments

3rd Quarter (Engineering Graphics III, EGT 131)

15. ,Shop Processes

16. Working Drawings

This information was taken from "Articulated Course Description",
produced by Greenville TEC (1976), a copy which may be found in the

appendixes. La addition, 1981 revised course syllabus forma from
the post-Secondary courises EGT 111, EGT 121, EGT 131 are included in

the appendixes.

Consult the "Summary, Suggested Instruction Time, Drafting I", of this
guide fOr a listing of the secondary level Drafting I topics.

D-5
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MCDULE DESIGN/LT/MS

DRAFTING

The following are the module designations for the secondary level
Drafting program courses included in the articulated, instruction
objectives\guide.

.13

Drafting

Module 1.0 Classroom Safety

'Module 2.0 Basic Math

Module 3.0 (Untitled Similar to Post-secondary course, EGT 111,
Engineering Graphics I)

Module 4.0 (Untitled Similar to Poat-secondary course, EGT 121,
Engineering Graphics II)

Module 5.0 (Untitled Similar to Post-secondary course, EGT 131,
Engineering Graphics III)

Drafting II,

Module 6.0 begins Drafting II at the secondary level.
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STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO-DRAFTING

CLASSROOM STANDARDS:

To instructionel vehicle, every effort will be made to
organize t e classroom and conduct instruction, class administration,
and supervision in a way that portrays an Engineering Office atmosphere.
Such action will pravide the opportunity for concurrent instruction
in .''office practices or procedures."

RECURRING PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

The following rectirringppriormance action will be applicable to many
:performance objectives and, because they are recurring, they may not

be stated with each task. These recurring performance actions.will be
expected neet to acceptable standards* for each performance objective

unless inappropriate.

- Select pencils for layout lines, finish object lines, and lettering.

- Sharpen pencils.
- Fasten paper to board or table.
- Make measurements.
- Lay out border.
- DraV guidelines for title strip.

- Letter in required information.
- Determine necessary apace allocations for views and developments.

- Add neceesarY ettering.

- Check entire raving for completeness and accuracy.

*Standards are to the instructor's satisfaction or are the minimum
standards for entry level 'job performance.

RECURRING RELATED TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE:

- Use of instruments.
- Selection of paper.
- Alphabet of Linea, Lettering.
- Proper type of lettering.
- Read opecificationa and instructions.
- Select appropriate instruments for measurements.

-/)
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RECURRING PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

The minienm basic performance standards outlined below will apply to Drafting
unless specified' differently in individual modules, task sheets,, or by

the instructor/student will:

- Appropriate care for and use of drafting instruments.

- Use proper type of lettering
- Meet neatness, accuracy of drawing, and sketch execution criteria.

- Execute,drawings and sketches within the time limits considered acceptable

for initial employment performance.
- Apply the most Appropriate techniques and use the proper equipment
and:materiale for the execution drawings.

- Demonstrate knowledge of related technical information, application
of theories and procedures, symbols and conventions, and terminology
with at least 80 percent accuracy.

- Demonstrate knowledge and ability to correctly use the appropriate
technical manuals, manuals of standards, tables, and catalogs.

- Execute drawings Which conform to standards that apply as contained
in American National Standards Institute (ANSI) publications and other

appropriate teChnical references,
- Apply prescribed inking techniques.

- Read blueprints with at least 80 percent accuracy.

- Use correct templates as prescribed when appropriate.

4 9
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THE AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE

Reference to ANSI standards will occur in this articulated, performance-based

inatruction objectives guide. ANSI is the American National Standards

Institute. The Institute is a private nonprofit organization operating

in the public interest. ANSI coordinates the national standards activities

for large and small companiea and hundreds of technical, professional,

labor, and consumer organizations.

In its activities, ANSI coordinates voluntary development of national
standards, establiehes national consensus standards, and represents U.S.

interests in international standardization carried out by such non-treaty

organizations as the International Organization for Standardization

ANSIhdoes not develop standards but provides a means for determining the

need for them an ensures that organizations competent to fill these

needs undertake the standards development work.

Users of American National Standards include producers, distributors,

.retailers, utilities, architects, builders, governments, schools, testing

laboratorieal and many more. American National Standards provide a

common language that can be used confidently by industry and its suppliers

and customers.

The use of American National Standards is voluntary and become mandatory

only when adopted or referenced by government,

Further information about ANSI may be obtained by writing to:

American National Standards Institute
1430 Broadway
New York, New York 10018

This information about ANSI was exerpted from Q 451 A American National

Standards Institute, PR I8d-April 1979-A2M481, by the Institute.

D-10
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STUDENT-TEACHER AGREEMENT
FOR

PggFORMANCE-BASED LEARNING

DIRECTIONS: The student, after reviewing'the objectives and standards

for the course either individually or as a member of the class, will

check the appropriate course title block, iign his/her name at the

bottom of the page, and indicate the school and date. The student

and instructor, by signing the agreement indicate that they will abide

by the stated objectives and standards of the course.

THIS STATEMENT CERTIFIES THAT I RAVI READ THE OBJECTIVES AND STANDARDS FOR:

( ) DRAFTING I

( ) DRAFTIM II

AND THAT I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENT OF THE OBJECTIVES, COURSE REQUIRE-

MENTS, AND GRADING PROCEDURES.

STUDENT'S SIGNATURE

SCHOOL

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S SIGNATURE
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RECOMMENDED
STUDENT'S DRAFTING PORTFOLIO

The secondary level drafting student should be informed at an early stage in
his or her training program of the, importance of developing a "Drafting

Portfolio" of examples.of corrected or non-corrected drawings to illustrate
competency in the 'areas articulated between the secondary and post-secondary

levels. This is particularly important if the student chooses to continue
vocational training at the post-secondary level and possibly desires to apply

oofer Advanced placement in a TEC'drafting program.

Rh
The drawings the student should i5elude in the portfolio as suggested by

Greenville Technical College include, but are not limited to, the following list.

Recommended for *dvanced Standing_Application (EGT 1111

(,) Alphabet of Lines,.
( ) Lettering
( ) Geometric Construction.
( ) Sketching and Shape Description
( ) Multiview (Orthographic) Projections
( ) Dimensioning
( ) Shop Processes - Machining

) Tolerancing

Recommended for Advanced Standing Application (EGT 121)

( ) Section Views '

( ) Auxiliary Views
( ) Revolutions
( ) Thriada and Faateners
( ) Pictorial Drawings:

Oblique
Axonometric
Perspective

( ) Developments
( ) Intersectiona

Recommended for Advanced Standing Application (EGT 131),

( ) Working Drawings
( )ak Drawing, if applicable
( ) Drawings of Cams and Gears as applicable
( ) Option Area Drawings: Architectural, Mechanical, Structural, or

other option areas of specilization

Other drawingi not included in the above list but representing the student'.

skill development should be included. For example, a student with drawing
experience and skill in architectural ;drafting may wish to include a special

section of architectural drawings in the portfolio.

The student should consult with the secondary drafting instructor periodically
concerning the development of the drafting porifolio and should include drawings

that the instructor may suggest.
D-12
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DRAFTIM I
MOD 1:1717---TA SK

MODULE 1.0

1.01 ClassrooriPSafety 1

.---SUMMARY

DRAFTING i
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME

,SUGGESTED
HOURS

MODULE 2.0

2.01 Basic Math - Fractions

2.02 ,Basit Math - DeciOls

A2.03 Basic.Math - Volumes

2.04 Basic Math - Areas

2.05 Basic Math - Metrics

2.06 Basic Math - Angular Measurements

MODULE 3.0

3.01 Introduction to Drafting

3.02 Use and Care of Instruments

3.03 454 Clean Drafting Instruments/Equipment

.04 Applying the Alphabet of Lines

3.05 Lettering

3.06 Lettering with Mechanical Devices

3.07 Use of the Drafting Machine

3.08 Geometrical Construction

D-14
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MODULE 3.0 (Continued)

SUGGESTED
HOURS

3.09 Sketching and Shape Description 30

3.10 Multiview (Orthographic) Projections 30

3.11 Principles of,Diazo Reproduction Prodess
cs

3.12 Make Diazo (MAUD) Copies of Otiginal Drawinis

3.13 Dimensioning 60

3.14 , ,Shop Process and Machining 10

3.15 Tolerances 10

MODULE 4.0

4.01 Section Views -60

4.02 Auxiliary Views 40'

4.03 Revolutions

4.04 Threada and Fasteners 30

4.05 Axotometric Pictorial Drawing 53

4.06 Oblique Pictorial Drawing 10

4.07 Perspective P ctorial Drawing 20

4.08 jarallel Lin Development 8

4.09 Radial Development 8

-4.10 Intersections 10

MODULE 5.0

5.01 Working Drawitias 120

TOTAL HOURS FOR DRAFTING I 540

*Task 4.02 and 4.03, Auxiliary Views and Revolutions, are treated as
separate objectives; however, they generally are covered during
the saMe time period of instruction and, therefore, are combined
for time planning.

NOTE: Drafting II begins with Module 6.0
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TASK LISTINGS
DRAFTING

MODULE/TASK 'DESCRIPTION

Module 1.0

1.0 (Classroom Safety) Given a typical drafting classroom or
office working Situation, the student will exhibit an awareneas
of safety practices, safe work habits and-a positive attitude
cOncerning drafting room safety and accident prevention, an&
meeting standards established by the instructor. ,

Module 2.0

2.01

2.02

2.03

Module 2.0 features a basic math review of fractions, decimals,
volumes, areas, angular measurement, the four basic math
processes, and"the metric system. ,Objectives in Module 2.0

basically are at the eighth grade level. The purpose of
Module 2.0is'to assist the instructor in evaluating the
approximate math skills level of students entering Drafting I
and to review basic math as needed. The,instructor is encouraged
to refer to the Curriculum Guide for mei School General

Mathematics, Greenville, SC: The School District of Greenville,

County, 1979, for additional information. The Math Guide

should be available to the drafting instructor in each vocational

center.

(Basic Math Review - Fractions) GiVen a pretest or examples

by the instructor, conduct required fraction operations.

(Basic Math Review - Decimals) Given a pretest or examples by

:the instructor, perform,required decimal math operations.

(Basic Math Review Volumes) Given a pretest or examples by
the instructor, find the volume of any rectangular prism or

cube.

2.04 (Basic Math Review - Areas) Given a pretest or examples by
the instructor, find the area of given figures.

2.05 - (The Metric System) Given basic instruction in the metric
system and conversion United States Customary units to metric,

read and convert dual dimensions on drawings and specifications
and convert dimensions from one system into the other system
on teacher or text assigned problems with 100 percent accuracy.

D-17
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2.06 (Basic Math - Angular Measurements) Given a pretest or examples

by the instructor which involve the four basic math processes
in angular measurement, perform the math operations changing
degrees, minutes, and seconds to whichever, one of the three
units will expedite the mathematical processes involved.

Module 3.0

3.01 (Introduction to Drafting) Given an introductory study of
Drafting I; information from the guidance and placement offices
andsdrafting instructor at the vocational education center;
the guidance offices.at the high school and poat-eecondary'
levels; statistics and data provided by the South Carolina
EmploymentSecurities Commission as well as the South Carolina
and United States Departments of Labor; the student will be able
to describe the general history'of drafting and will be able to
state essential occupational and Career information related to
tbe field of drafting.

3.02 (Mlle And Care of Instruments) Given drafting equipment to
include a drafting table, perallel bar, appropriate basic
drafting instruments, and lettering heets, demonstrate cOrrect
use of basic drafting equipment, maintenance of equipment,,
reading of scales, and attaching paper to drafting table*

3.03 (Clean Drafting Instruments/EquipMent) Given a drafting
board/machine, parallel.etraightedge, triangles, lettering
devices, and electric eraser; clean drafting instruments/
equipment.

3.04 (Applying the Alphabet of Lines) Given practical exercises by
the instructor or from a text, apply the Alphabet of Lines to
given drawings according to given specifications.

3.05 (Lettering) Given a single-stroke lettering guide or referring
to an assigned style of lettering from a text, letter freehand
in a style that is perfectly legible, uniform, and capable of
rapid execution, compatible to the guide in shapes and proportions.
Using a 4-H pencil to draw guidelines based on given specifications
and using and H or 2-H pencil to complete the lettering.

3.06 (Lettering with Mechanical Devices) Given a lettering job
with a requirement to use a common mechanical lettering device,
demonstrate the ability to select and use the correct mechanical
lettering items for the job and produce in a reasonable time
limit, lettering that is correctlyspelled, properly spaced,
and neat.

3.07 (Use of the Drafting Machine) Given the.arm or track of
drafting machine, identify how the drafting machine replaceg
the straightedge, triangle, scale, and protractor and how the,
machine reduces drafting time. Demonstrate the basic operations
of the two types of drafting machines to the instructor's
satisfaction.

D-18
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3.08 (Geometrical Construction) Givenstep-by-step procedures,

drawing instruments, accessories, and geometric definitions,

construct geometrical figures and polygons common to the

drafting field by completing a given exercise with 90 percent

accuracy.

3.09 (Sketching and Shape Description) Given a requirement to

neatly sketch and draw freehand, to instructor's satisfaction .

in a reasonable time, draw an object using oithographic projections

and pictorials.

3.10 (gultiview (Orthographic) Projections) Given an object with a

requirement to draw the object using orthographic projections,

draw three necessary views showing.complete views in correct

positions.

3.11 (Principles of Diazo Repoiuction Processj Given inetruction,

manufacturer's manual oil Diazo machine, and safety consideration,

describe- the operational principles of the Diazo reproduction .

process.

3.12 Ogake Ulzao (0ZALID1 Copies of Original Drawing) Given a

Diazo copier, copy paper, and an original drawing; produce a

clear, readable Diazo print of an original drawing with consistent

line quality in terms of contrasting background.

3.13 (Dimensioning) Given problem simUlations by the instructor,

demonstrate knowledge of the universal rules and procedures

for showing shapes and sizes pictured, by illustrating how and

where dimensions are placed on-drawings to the satisfaction of

the instruCtor.

3.14 (Shop Processes - Machining) Given an introduction to shop

processes in machining, identify and describe common machining

processea, machine tools,.and complete working drawings of:

given exercises to the satisfaction of the instructor:

3.15 (Applying Tolerances) Given access to relevant charts, symbols,

and problems, demonstrate the ability to apply tolerances to

given drawing with specifications or to instructor provided

drawing of objects with measurements made by the student.

MODULE 4.0

4.01 (Section Views) After instruction and demonstrations by the
instructor, complete a minimum of two exercises to describe

the internal features of three-dimensional objects by using

various types of sectional views, drawing figureeto meet

specifications concerning: (1) the cOrrect type of sectional

view, (2) correct placement of cutting plane line, and (3)

correct placement of section lines.

4.02 (Auxiliary Views) After instruction and demonstrations explaining

the theory of auxiliary views, given'exercises by the instructor,
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draw the true shape of inclined and oblique planes and draw a

'minimum of two assigned figures using auxiliary planes to
describe the true size and shape of faces which are not parallel
to the regular planes of projection.

4.03 (Revolutions) Given a three-dimensiona object, with an

inclined plane in the front or right sid view, develop a

primary revolution by showing the _true size and shape ef the

inclined plane in the right side or front side views respectively..

4.04 (Threads and Fasteners) Given problems by the instructor,
select or identify and draw the proper threads and fasteners
for project requirements using appropriate tables or references
to demonstrate job qualification level competencies in the

drawing of:threads andlasteners.

4.05 (Axonometric Pictorial Drawing) Given an object to be drawn
using the axonometric system, draw the object using one of the

following procedures: (1) Draw the object in isometric. (2)

Draw the object in dimetric. (3) Draw the object in trimetric.

(4) Draw axonometric sections.

4.06 (Oblique Pictorial Drawings) Given an object to be drawn in

the oblique, draw in the oblique using three of the following:

(1) Top emphasis. (2) Cavelier. (3) Right side emphasis.

(4) Reverse axis. (5) Cabinet. (6) Foreshortened.

4.07 (Perspective Pictorial Drawings) Given an object to be drawn,

draw the object in one point and rwo point perspective with
the following elements applied and identified so that drawing

parts appear progressively smaller as they'are further away:

(1) Variables of Perspective-Station points. (2) Angles of

View: a. Horizontal b. Vertical (3) Distance from tke

Object: Cone of Vision (4) Group Line (5) Picture Plane16)
Horizon Line (7) Vanishing Point: a. Lines parallel to

picture plane b. Horizonal lines not parallel to picture plane

c. All other lines (8).Vertical Measurements (9) Horizonal

Measurements: a. Sighting b. Measuring.

4.08 (Parallel Line Development) Given an assignment by the in-

structor or from the text, create the rectangular patterns of

the prism and the cylinder.

4.09 (Radial Line Developments) Given teacher or text problems,
create pie shaped patterns of the pyramid and the cone.

4.10 (Intersections) Given teacher or text problems, create required

patterns of two intersecting solids.

MODULE 5.0

5.01 (Working Drawings>, Given problems and the appropriate tools
and supplies, prepare preliminary working drawings to demonstrate

a detailed part drawing including all information necessary to
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properly fabricate the parts to the satisfaction of the instructor.
Also prepare assembly drawings with bill of materials utilizing
the detailed drawings.

NOTE: The completion of Modules 1.0 - 5.0, Drafting I at the seondary
level, basically is equivalent to the post-secondary Engineering
Graphics courses; EGT 111, EGT 121, and EGT 131, at Greenville
Technical College.

Drafting II at the secondary level begins with Module 6.0

c-
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mamm 1.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 1.01 CLASSROOM SAFETY

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a typical drafting claserom.or office working situation, the
student will exhibit an awareness of safety practices, safe work habits,
and a positive attitude concerning drafting room safety'and accident
prevention and meeting standards established by the instructor.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1.0101 Develop an awareness,of hazards and become more
safety consciaus.

1.0102 Develop a serious attitude toward the use of afety
procedures.

1.0103 Prepare for safety before entering the work area.
1.0104 Prepare fot safety on entering the work area.
1.0105 Prepare for safety at the work station.
1.0106 Demonstrate knowledge of color coding.
1.0107 Practice safe procedures.

1.0108 Prepare for safety on leaving the work environment.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- "Zero-LeVel" accident record.
- Standards acceptable to the instructor based on recommended

resources.

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES:

Jacobs, Clinton O., and Howard J. Turner, Developing Shop Safety Skills,
, Athena, GA: American Association for Vocational Instruction/a--

Materials. Approximately 80 pages of brief, visually clear sug-
gestiona concerning 4 variety of shop safety situations. Good

student or resource manual.

Safety, Handbook, A Guide for Trade and Industrial Programs, Clemson

University, TC: Vocational Education Media Center; 1968. (No

13/2/70, $2.25; Accompanying 31 Transparencies, No. 9/8/68. $5.75.)
- Available tram Trades and Industries District Supervisors, Office
of Vocational Education; South Carolina State Department of Educa-
tion or from the Vocational Education Media Center;, Clemson Univer-
sity, SC.

6D-23
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MODULE 1.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 1.01 CLASSROOM SAFETY

BECOMMENDED RESOURCES: (continued)

Plinning for Emergencies, Occupational Safety and Health Short Course
Number Seven, Columbia, SC: SC State Board for Technical and
Comprehensive Education.

Notgrass, Troy. Safety Handbook for ICT, The University of Texas
at Austin: Center for Occupational Curriculum Development, Division
of Continuing Education, 1978.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Regulations of individual school or classroom
- Regulations of The School District of Greenville County
- Codes, laws, and ordinances
- Materials and equipment handbooks and manuals

- OSHA Regulations
- Rdkulations

pRAFTING ROOM SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS: Attached (Courtesy of kr. Al'
Waters, Donaldson Vocational Center, Source unknown.) Possible use:

Handout for students.
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Supplement to Task 1.01

DRAFTING ROOM SAFETY

A most important factor in safety in the drafting room is the attitude
of the worker or student. By developing safe work habits and an aware-
ness of safety practices, accidents may be avoided. Although no set of
rules and good practices can cover all cases, the-following will help
the drafting worker or student,enjoy a safer working environment.

1. Keep adequate clearance around drafting tables according to safety
and fire regulations.

2. Keep stools and chairs out of aisles. Place them under tables.and
desks when they are not in use.

3. Stools must be used so, they rest on all four legs.
stool" may cause a serious fall or accident.

4. In adjusting drafting tables with the instructor's
keep fingers clear of ths top and hinged area.

5. Drafting machine arms, T-square blades, and other equipment must
not block aisles.

A "tilted

supervision,

6. Use dividers, compass, ruling pen, ind pendils carefkiAly so they
will not be a sourceof puncture, wounds.

,

7. Pencils; erasers, and other small articles Should be picked up from
the floor to prevent them from becoming the cause of a serious
fall.

8. Pencils, thumbtacks; and other smallarticles shouid not be placed
in the mouth. (These could be swallowed or cause injury and in-
fection).

9. Chemicals mhst be kept away from the eyes, nose, and throat;.they
should be used only in an area where adequate ventilation can be
provided.

10. Always keep hands and fingers clear of the paper-cutter blade.

11. The blade of the paper7cutter must be kept in the "down" position
when not in use.

12. Hands must be kept clear of the light tube and belt feeding mechanism
of the reproduction machine (white-printei-) in order to avoid
crushed fingers. J.

13. Playing or scuffling, often referred to as "horseplay", is extmemely
dangerous and is not permitted. A playful push dould'cause_a bad
cut or bruise from contact with the sharp edge of a piece of furni-
ture or equipment.
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14. Articls and materials should be property stored: Avoid staing
items that could fall from the top of lockers or shelves.

15. Any injury, no matter how slight, is to be reported to the
inetructorlinnediately. Infection can result from minor cuts
and scratches left unattended.

Courtesy of Al Waters, Dontldson Vocational Center, Source is unknown.

I
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DRAFTING I
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MODULE 2.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 2.01 BASIC MATH REVIEW - FRACTIONS

fieFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given's pretest or examples by the instructor, cqnduct the following
overations with fractions:

1. Change any fraction to a decimal number, and anyjerminating
decimal number to a fraction.

2. Arrange in order...unit and simple nonudit fractions.

3.. Write equivalent fractions in higher, lower, and low*st

terms.

4. Write improper fractions as whole or mixed numbfrs, and

,mixed numbers as improper fractions.
5. Multiply fractions and mixed numbers, expressing answers

in simplest form.
6. Divide fractions and mixed numbers, expressing answers in .

simplest form. 0

7. Add and subtract unlike fractions, expressing answers in

simplest form. .

8. Add and subtract mixed numbers-with unlike fractions,
expressing auswits in simplest form.

9. Use rational numbers to solve simple word problems.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Consult: Currieulum Guide fqr High School General Mathematics, Greenville,

SC: The School District of Greenville Countr, 1979.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: (1 Hour (Actual hours of instruction will

be determined by student's math skill as indicated by pretest. Remedial

instruction may be at initiation of Drafting I or as the actual skill is

required.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

-. Student should be able to complete pretest in Math Curriculum

Guide
with 90 percent accuracy.

.- Consult the Math Curriculum Guide for pretests, sug ested

exercises, and references.

NOTE: The level of this math skill,is eighth grade, General Matji I.

D-28
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MODULE 2.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 2.02 BASIC MATH REVIEW - DECIMALS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a pretest or examples by the.instructor, conduct the following'
decimal math operations:

1. Name the place value of,digits in-decimal numbers of up
to nine digits before the decimal and'sii digits after

the decimal.
2. Compare decimal numbers and arrange them in order.
3. Write the numeral for any decimal number of up to four

decimal places.
Round decimal numbers to any designated place value up.to
thOusandths.

5. Add and subtract decimal numbers of up to six-digits.
6. Multiply decimal'numbers by whole 'limbers or decimal

nuribers.

7. Divide a number by a threedigit_deCimal nUmber.
8. Multiply and divide decimal numbers by powers of ten, by

inspection.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Consult: Curriculum Guide for High School General Mathematics, Greenville,'
SC: The School District of Greenville County, 1979.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TiME: 1 Hour (Actual hours of instruction will
be determined by the Student's math skill as indicated by Pretest.
Remedial instruction may be at initiation of Drafting I or as the actual

skill is required.)

'PERFORMANCE STANDARDS;

- Student should be able to complete pretest in Math Curriculum

Guide with 90 percent accuracy.
- Consult: Curriculum Guide for High School General Mathematics,

1979, for preterits, suggested exercises, and references.

NOTE: The level of this math skill is eighth grade, General Math I.
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MODULE 2.0 : DRAFTING I

TASK 2.03 BASIC MATH REVIEW - VOLUMES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a pretest or examples by the instructor, find t e volume of any

,
rectangular prism or cube.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

Consult: Curriculum Guide for High School General Mathematics, Greenville,
SC: The School District of Greenville County, 1979.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION T1ME: 1 Hour (Actual hours of instruction will
be determined by the student's math skill as indicated by pretest.
Remedial instruction May be at initiation of Drafting I Or as. the actual

skill is required.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student should be able to complete present in Math Curriculum

Guide with 90,percent accuracy.
- Consult: Math Curriculum Guide for pretests, suggested exercises,
and references.

NOTE: The level of thia math skill is eighth grade, General Math I.



"

MODULE 2.0

TASK 2.04

DRAFTING I

BASIC MATH REVIEW - AREAS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a pretest or examples by the instructor, find the area of the fol-
lowing types of.figures:

a. Rectangle, square, and parallelogram
b. Triangle,and trapezoid
c. Circle
d. Surface area of any rectangular prism, eube or cylinder

PERFOMUNCE ACTIONS:

Consult: Curriculum Guide for High School General Mathematics: Greenville,
SC: The School District of Greenville County, 1979.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION T1ME: 1 Hour (Actual hours of instruction will
be determined by the student's math skill as indated by pretest.
Remedial instruction may be at initiation of Drifting I or as the actual
skill is required.) / J

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student should be able to complete pretest in Math Curriculum
Guide with 90 percent accuracy.

- Consult the Math Curriculum Guide for pretests, suggested
exercises, and references.

NOTE: The level of this math skill is eighth grade, General Math I.
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MODULE 2,0 ' DRAFTING I

TASK 2.05 THE METRIC SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given basic instruction in the metric systeM and conversion from United
States Customarrunits to metric, read and convert dual dimensions on drawings
and specifications and convert dimensions from one system into the other
system on teacher or text assigned problems with 100 percent accuracy.

PERFORMANCE ACTION:

2.0501 Demonstrate ability to read and use U.S. Customary
measurements, especially length measurementa.

2.0502 Describe the development of the Metric System (Sl).
2.0503 Identify basic SI units and their symbols.

Unit Name Symbol
Length Meter m
Mass Kilogram kg

Time Second . s

Electric Current Ampere A
Temperature Kelvin K

Luminous Candela ed'

2.0504 Identify basic Metric prefixes:

Prefix Amount Fraction Decimal

Milli One-thousandth 1/1000 0.001

Centi One-hundredth 1/100 0.01
Deci One-tenth 1/10 0.1

,Deka Ten 10 10.0

Hecto Hundred 100 100.0

Kilo Thousand 1000 1000.0

2.0505 Convert Inches to Millimeters
Inches x 25.4 Millimeters

2.0506 Convert Millimeters to Inches
Millimeters x 0.0394 Inches

2.0507 Round off to three decimal places - given odd numbers
2.0508 Indicate acceptable methods of Dual Dimensioning

28.58 +/- 0.1 Millimeters
1.125 +/- .004 29.58,+/- 0.1/1.125 +/- .004

Inches

SUGGESTED' INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

72
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MODULE 240 DRAFTING I

TASK 2.05 THE METRIC SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Accuracy of 100.percent in conversion of length from one system
to the other system.

- ANSI Standards

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- ANSI Standards
- System International.d'United (SI) ((Metric System))
- U.S. Customary Measurements System
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MODULE 2.0 DRAFTING I

TASK BASIC MATH - ANGULAR MEASUREMENT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a pretest or examples by the instructor Whl.ch involve the,four basic
math processes in angular measurement, perform the math operations changing
degrees, minutes, and seconds to Whichever one of the three units will

expedite the mathematical processes involved.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

2.0601 Identify the parts of an angle.

2.0602 State or identify rules for:
a. Changing degrees to minutes.
b. Changing minutes to seconds.
c. Changing an angle expressed in degrees and

minutes to seconds.
d. Chariging minutes to degrees.
e. Measuring length of an arc (circular length).

2.0603 Determine the degrees in various parts of a circle.

2.0604 For given problems, determine equivalent values of
angles: Degrees to parts of a circle, angular measurement
to degrees, minutes, or seconds.

1 2.0605 Compute circularand anguJ.ar measurements arriving at
the appropriate combination of measurements required
fOr the process involvea.

2.0606 Measure angles by the direct method aed by computation.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour (As needed)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- 90 percent accuracy in basic angular measurements necessary for the
completion of tasks in Drafting I.

SUGGESTED REFERENCES:

- Curriculum Guide for Hi h School General Mathematics, Greenville, SC:

The School District of Greenville County,,1979.
- Olivo, S. Thomas, and Olivo, Thomas P., Basic Mathematics Simplified,

3rd edition,- Albany, NY: Delmar Publishers, 1972.

*Four basic math processes: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,

Division.





MODULE 1.0 DRAFTING.I

TASK 3.01 INTRODUCTION TO DRAFTING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an introductory study of Drafting I; information from the guidance
and placement offices and drafting instructor at the vocational education
center; the guidance offices at the.high school and post-secondary levels;
statistics and data provided by the South Carolina Employment Security
Commission as well as from the South Carolina and United States Departments .

of Labor, the student will-be able td describe the general history of drafting
and.will be ible to state essential occupational dnd career information telated
to the field of.drafting.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0101 Describe the general history or development of drafting,
such as the various materials used in drawing.

3.0102 List specialized fields in drafting:

3.0103 Describe the-applitation of drawings as used in industry,.

3.0104 List career opportunities for the two-year secondary
level drafting program graduate, on a regional and local
scale in a represéntative selection of industries,
indicating job requirements for each position, job
functions, and career iadders.

3.0105 Outline salary and fringe benefits in the field of
drafting,.given local statistical and other data con-
certing the labor market and employment trends.

3.0106 Define employment opportunities in drafting, based on
the student mastering Drafting I, Drafting,II, and
posaibly continuing drafting training at Greenville
TEC and based on local labor market trends.

3.0107 State the environmental and working conditions in the
field of drafting.

3.0108 Outline the techniques of getting and holding a job
and advancing in the field of drafting.

3.0109 Define terms used in drafting.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TrME: 2 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- The student must satisfactorily complete an outcome-reference test on
knowledge of the performance actions with a minimum of,75 percent
accuracy.



MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.02 ISE AND CARE OF INSTRUMENTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

,
Given drafting equipment, to include a drafting table, parallel bar, appro-
priate basic drafting instruments, and lettering sheets, demonstrate correct

use of basic drafting equipment, maintenance of equipment, reading of scales,

and attaching paper to drafting table.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0201 Given a basic drafting table and parallel bar, steady
the drafting table and square the parallel bar.

3.0202 Given the draftman's pencil sharpener, sandpaper and!,
or pencil pointer, and drafting pencils or lead, sharpen

drawing lead to conical and chisel points suitable
for fine line drawing.

3.0203 Demonstrate how to rotate and position pencil when
drawing to a standard acceptable by the instructor.

3.0204 Demonatrate the use of the'T-square, triangle, pencil
leads, paper, erasers, and erasing shields as instructed

in class or textbook.
3.0205 Given T-square and triangles, paper and tape, and

other supplies, draw lines from horizontal to vertical
angle in increments of 15' to within l accuracy.

3.0206 Draw parallel and perpendicular lines, using the T-
sduare and triangles with 100 percent accuracy.

3.0207 Given different types of drafting scales, references
for given scales-, and dimensions required, student will
identify each scale, and state the differences with
100 percent accuracy, read and record distances using
selected.scales with 100 percent accuracy, read and
record distances using selected scales with 100
percent accuracy, and lay out and draw different lengths of
lines with 90 percent accuracy.

3.0208 Given paper, tape, and drawing board or table, attach paper
to drawing board in an acceptable sequence so that it is
smooth, secure, and square on the board.

3.0209 Using 30-60' nr 45' triangles, student will check T-
square for proper alignment (squareness) with 90 percent
accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 Hours



MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I
TASK 3.02 USE AND CARE OF INSTRUMENTS

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student will demonstrate to the 'accuracy'required in the
performance actions or to the standards required by the instructor
by practical exercises and by written knawledge measures. The

instructor may use the performance actions description Is a
checklist as appropriate.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Paper sizes and types of paper and their uses
- Different gradee and use of each grade of drawing lead
- Recognize differences between architectural, civil engineer,
and mechanical engineer scales and the units of measurements
available
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MODULE 3.0 DRAFIlt I

TASK 3.03 CLEAN DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS/EQUIPMENT

0

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a drafting board/machine,:parallel straightedge, traingles, lettering

devices, and electric eraser; clean drafting instruments/equipment.

'PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0301 Select the best cleaning agent.
3.0302 Review the manufacturer's instructions for care and

'cleaning.

3.0303 Identify'and assemble instruments and equipment to
be cleaned.

3.0304 Establish routine.
3.0305 Apply appropriate techniques.
3.0306 Make note of damage or need for adjustments.

3.0307 Ensure that regularly scheduled servicing is performed
. on drafting equipment and instruments.

3.0308 Return equipment to normal storage/operating position.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1 Hour

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student will demonstrate proper knowledge of instrument,and
equipment cleaning by knowledge and performance measures to
the satisfaction of the instructor using the performance

actions as a checklist.
- Use of the instrumenis/equipment will not be impaired due to

lack of cleaning.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Manufacturer's manuals
- Cleaning 'agent direetions
- Supply catalogs

/I/



MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.04 APPLYING THE ALPHABET OF LINES

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given practicil exercises by the instructor or from a textpply the
Alphxbet of Lines to given drawings according to given.;specificdtions.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:.

3.0401 State the ABA recommended use of thick, medium, and
thin widxhs of lines.

3:0402 GivEn iccess to the Alphabet of Lines, apply them by
drawing given drawings with all lines comparable to
tthe guide in thickness and character with 95 percent
accuracy.

3..0403 By laying out borders,.demonstrate the method and
correct line weights of border lines when necessary
according to the type of,drawing.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- 95 percent accuracy in thickness and character of drawings to
given guides.

- Neatness applies.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Know identification and purpose of each type of line used in
drafting

- Know Alphabet of Line weights
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an single-stroke lettering guidi or referring to an assigned style

of lettering from a text, letter freehand in a style that is perfectly

legible, uniform, and 'capable of rapid execution, compatibie to the

guide in shapes and proportions use a 4-H pencil to draw guidelinea

based on given specifications and using-an H or 2H pencil to complete

the'lettering.

'PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0501 Letter single-stroke vertical upper case letters,

numerals, and fractiona.

3.0502 Practice spacing.

3.0503 Practice composition of lettering.

3.0504 Use drawn (built-up) lettering using Roman letters.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 Hours

- Acceptable to instructor.
- Letter compatible to the guide used in shapes,and proportions.

- Lettering style must be acceptable to the type of drafting

(i.e., a fancy lettering style appropriate to architectural
drafting may not be appropriate to Mechanical drafting).

- Identify, with 80 percent accuracy, different freehand lettering
techniques, most commonly used types and styles, and when used.

- Demonstrate abl,lity,to letter freehand most common type& and

styles of letters, accurately, with proper letter proportions

and neatness considerations applied.

Tic

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Types of Materials used in lettering
- Style charts and letter types

- Identify appropriate styles of lettering for general, mechanical

drafting.



,
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MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I

'TASK 3.06 LETTERING WITH MECHANICAL DEVICES

PERFIMANCE OBJECTTVE:

Given a lettering job with a requirement to use a common mechanical

lettering device, demonstrate the ability to select and use the correc;,ii,

mechanical lettering Items for the job and produce in a reasonable timig

limit, lettering that is cor;ectly spelled, Properly spaced, and neat.

(/
PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:(

310601 Use Ames Lettering instruments
3.0602 Use Leroy type lettering devices.

3.060.3 Use of grid balk-up sheets.

c--

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 Hours
4

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

C.

.

1

- Demonairace ability to correCtly and, neatly use Ames type

lettering device'to orducq lettering for specific jobs. 4
.

c,/groper word spacing. ,,-.

- 10d'percent:icorrect spelling.,, .

- Lattei'correctly and neatly (10 percent).

- Lettering type, style, size, etc., apl,ropriate for job.

4

:RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Supply catalogs
- Manufacturer's manuals

NOTE: Leroy type lettering device may be introduced at this time,

but generally it is not taught until the secondary year of

drafting training.



MODULE 3.11 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.07 USE OF THE DRAFTING MACHINE

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given the arm or track type- of drafting machine, identify hoiq the drafting
machine replaces the straightedge, triangle, scale, and protpactor and .

ho* the machine reduces drafting time. Demonstrate the basic operations
of the two types of. .drafting machine to the instrdctor's satisfaction.*

NOtt: *Perfotmance actions may 'Vary depending upon- the number of
drafting machines available to the. student. Some drafting
Classrooms have demonstratiOn drafting 'machines while other
drafting:classrooms may be fully, equipped with drafting machines.
The.-minimum objectives is familiarization-with the two types. A
of drafting machines,

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0701 Demonstrate the basic mechanical operationscf the
arm drafting machine. .(Similar,, appropriate perfor-
mance actions apply to,track drafting machine.)

a. Mounting, anchor adjustmenf
b. Protractor-Headoperation
c. Inserting scales
d. Setting scales:

(1) Using thumblock on anchor, line up
lower scale with top or bottom edge
of drawing board.

(2) Draw reference line along lower
scale, near center of hoard. AdjUit
scale.as required.

(3) Swing protractOk head to minus 900
and a1.ign.Upper scalevith reference
line: Adjust scale.as required:

(4) Adjust to an established baseline.
, es Square,the scales.
f, Park the drafting machine.

3.0702 Using the arm or track type of drafting machine,
draw given exercisesq/O demodstrate ability to use
thejnachine.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 2 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

Student.will demonstrate the basic operation of the,two types of
drafting machines in practical exercises of drafting, Oven asSign-
ments by the instructor.
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MODULE , 3.0 DRAFTING 'I

TASK 3.08 GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given step-by-step procedures, drawing instruments, accessories, and geo-
MetriC definitions, construct geometriCal figures and polygons common to
the drafting field by completing a givn exercise with 90 percentaccuracy.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0801 Construct geometric figures using compasses, pro-
tractOrs, French curve, and dividers.

3.0802 Bisect straight lines, arc, and angles.

34803 Driw parallel and perpendicular lines.

3.0804 Divicle a line into equal parts

3.0805 Construct the following triangles:
a. Isosceles
b. Equilateral

"C. Scalene
d. Right.

3.0806 Construct the following regular polygons:
a. Square
b. Pentagon,

-$ a
c. Hexagon
d. Octagon

3.0807 Construct the following tangency problems;
a. Draw a circle tangent to a line at a given

point
b. Draw a tangent to a circle through a point

c. Draw tangent to two circled
d. Draw an arc tangent to line or arc and through

4.

a point :

e. Draw a tangent arc to two lines at right angles
f. Draw a tangent arc to two lines at acute or

obtuse angles

g. Xraw a tangent arc to an arc and a straight line
h. Oraw"an arc tangent to two arcs
i. Draw an arc tangent to two arcs and enclosing

one or both

IlY

j. aw a series of tangent arcs conforming to a
urve

k. Draw an ogee curve
.

1. Draw a curve tangent to three intersecting lines
m. Construct an elipse by three,of the following

methods:
(1) Foci
(2) Axic and foci

-' (3) Pin and string
(4) Trammel
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MOIAJLE 3.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.08 GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTIONS *(Continued)

3.0808

(5). Concentric circles
(6) Oblique circles
(7) Parallelogram
(8) Approximate method
(9) Template

(10) Isometric
Find geometric figure centers.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 20 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:,

LI

- Appropriate elements of American Standatds Association conventions

and practices apply.
90 percent accuracy in constructing assigned geometrid figures
and polygons common to the drafting field.



MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.09 SKETCHING AND SHAPE DESCRIPTION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a requirement to neatly sketch and draw freehand, to instructor's
satisfaction in a reasonable time, draw an object using orthographic pro-
jections and pictorials.-

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.0901 Given a situation which will require an object to
be presented by freehand sketch drawing, accurately
state (a) the applications and (b) advantages of
freehand sketching and drawing.

3.0902 Given a requirement to communicate shape and composi-
tion of an object by freehand sketching and drawing,
apply the following' techniques to perform the task:

a. Sketch lines (line definitions)
b. Sketch shaperi

c. Sketch from subject (observation)
d. Sketch from written or verbal instruction
STANDARD: Items a-d acceptable to instructor with

recogniiable object, neat work, and in a
' reasonable time limit. #

3.0903 Make three-view drawings and label on each view the
length, width, and depth as appropfiate to illustrate
the three principal dimensions. 100 percent accuracy

applies.
3.0904 Convert an isometric picture drawing on grid paper

to three-view sketches on grid paper to scale in their
proper position, given problems from the text or
instructor.

3.0905 Add to view problems assigned by the instructor missing
lines to complete the description of the objects with
all lines added to complete the project.

3.0906 Given a problem with two views, draw the third view to
fully describe the object. The third view must be
shown in its 'proper position to scale with all neces-

sary lines.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 30 Hours



MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I
TASK 3.09 SKETCHING AND SHAPE DESCRIPT;ON (continued)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Sketch accurately, employing stated techniques to communicate a

specific or imaginary object.
- Neatness applies.
- Performance to instructor's satisfaction.
- Accurately state the applications and advantages of freehand

drawing and sketching.

NOTE: Sketching stages:

A

Sketching of straight lines
metric figures and solids.

2. Sketching simple solids (multiviews) to
of proportion and the ability to select
and recognize precedence of lines.

and arcs; sketching
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MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.10 MULTrVIEW (ORTHOGRAPHIC) PROJECTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: -

Given an object with 4.9 requirement to draw the Object using orthographic
projections, draw three necessary views showing completeviews in correct
positions.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.1.001 Illustrate, on an exercise given by the instructor,
the theory of orthographic projection in describing
the shape of three-dimensional,objects. Supply the
following information graphically:

a. Correct choice of views
b. Correct numb#r of views
c. Correct placement of views
d. All visible, hidden, and center lines

3.1002 Given access to a variety of three-dimensional models,,
sketch the views necessary to describe each object.

3.1003 Given access to pictorial drawings, graphically
describe the shape of three-dimensional objects with
normal planes, inclined planes,,and oblique planes.

3.1004 Given access to relevant problems, draw the views
necessary to'illustrate the following conventional
practices of orthographic projection:

a. Fillets and rounds
b. Conventional edges
c. Machined holes

3.1005 Illustrate the six principal views used in describing
the shape of an object graphically on paper with 100
percent accuracy, given drafting instruments, supplies,
and instructor assigned problems.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 30 Hours

RELATED-TECHRICAL INFORMATION:

- Kno4 history and origin of .orthographic drawings.

- Know ielationship of six principal views according to third-angle

projection.

PERFORMANCE StANDARDS:

- Visualize githin the orthographic drawing system.
- Draw three necessary views showing complete views in correct,positions.
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MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING II

TASK 3.11 PRINCIPLES OF DIAZO REPRODUCTION
PROCESS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instruction, manufacturer's manual on Diazo machine, and safety
considerations,.describe rhe operational principles of the Diazo repro-

duction process.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.1101 Identify primary components of the Diazo machine.

3.1102 Describe the functions of the Diazo machine:,

3.1103 List the Diazo Machine capabilities.

3.1104 Differentiate the different types of Diazo process
equipment.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 12 Hour

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Identify accurately the operating components of-the Diazo Machine
with 100 percent accuracy.

- Demonstrate knawledge of the Diazo process.
- Demonstrate knowledge of the safety requirements_for the Diazo

process.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Trade terminology
- Machine operating manual (manufacturer's manual)
- Trade catalogs, supply catalogs
- Safety.considerations
- Types of papers and dyes used in Diazo process
- Uses of various types of reproductions



MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING II
I

TASK 3.12 MAKE DIAZO (OZALID) COPIES OF
ORIGINAL DRAWINGS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a Diazo copier, copy paper, and an original drawing; produce a
clear, readable Diazo print of an original drawing with consistent line
quality in terms of contrasting background.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.1201 Turn on ventilation fan:in the vicinity of the
Diazo copier.

3.1202 Turn on machine, light, and fluid.
3.1203 Adjust duration of light exposure.

3.1204 Simultaneously feed copy paper and original drawing
into the exposure portion of the copy machine.

3.1205 Remove original,drawing.
3.1206 Feed exposed Diaz paPer into the development portion

of the copy mach e.

3.1207 For further cop es,-adjust the duration of the light
exposure in ac ordance with the quality of linework
obtained in t1je first copy.

3.1208 Trim prints, red.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 1/2 Hour (For planning only.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Demonstrate ability to operate Diazo equipment according to manu-
facturer's instructions.

- Demonstrate knowledge and ability of proper storage of Diazo media.
- Select proper media for a given job.
- Observes.correct safety procedurei3.

RELATED TECHNIC*AL INFORMATION:

- Manufacturees,operating manual
- Ty(pes of reproductions
- Paper classifications
'-'Safety requirements
- Diazo supply requirements



MODULE 3.0 'DRAFTING I

TASK 3.13 DIMENSIONING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given problem simulations by the instructor, demonstrate knowledge of the
universal rules and procedures for showing shapes and sizes pictured, by
illustrating haw and where dimensions are placed,on drawing to the satis-
faction of the instructor.

PERFOR AMNCE ACTIONS:

3.1301 Describe significance of dimensions and notes placed
on working drawings.

3.1302 Identify, define, and illustrate proper use and draw
'dimensioning symbols, lines, and notations.

3.1303 Illustrate appropriate methods of dimensioning dif-
ferent parts of a drawing.

3.1304 Use the dimensioning practices described in ANSI Y14.5.
1.1305 Determine limit dimensions, tolerances, clearances,

etc., by the proper use of. ANSI B4.1 Limit Tables.
3.1306 Apply special dimensioning practices as required by

,the instructor;
3.1307 ; Given a set of problems which show undimensioned views

of a part, measure the shape and sizes and place the
dimensions on the view to the satisfaction of the in-
structor to demonstrate an understanding of how and
where shape and size dimensions are placed on a
drawing.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME:

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

60 Hours

- Emphasis will be placed on linework, lettering, proper placement of
dimensions, and choice of optimum method of dimensioning.

- Apply the following ASA dimensioning rules:
a. Aligned and unidirectional system
b. Notes
c. Shop processes
d. Size dimension for the following geometrical shapes:

(1) Prisms
(2) Cylinders
(3) Holes
(4) Miscellaneous shapes
(5) Contour dimensions

e. Location dimensions
f. Rounded and shapes
g.. Dimensions on and off views
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MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.13 DIMENSIONING (continued)

h, Anglea, arcs, and curves
i. Staggered numerals
.1. Superfluoua dimensions
k. Mating dimensions

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- (Measuring) Given a variety of machine parts, measure, draw and

dimension each part with the aid of the following measuring devices
7 Outside spring caliper
- Inside spring calipir
- Vernier Caliper
- Micrometer
- Fixed gauges
- Combination square
- American Machinist's Handbook (dimensions a d specifications in -
standard threads, fasteners, twist drills, etc ) /



MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.14 ,
SHOP PROCESSES - MACHINING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an introduction to shop processes in machining, idenfify and describe
comnon machining processes, machine tools, and complete working drawings

of given exercises.to the satisfactlon of the instructor.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.1401

3.1402

Participate.in introductory fieid trips to vocational
training and industrial sbusinese machine shops to
acquire the ability to identify and describe common
machining processes and machine tools.
Correctly draw and apply surface finish symbols for
text or instructor Aupplies exercises.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME.: 10 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Student is to successfully complete a test on terminolagy related_-
to shop processes, machine tools, and manufacturing processes.

- Working drawings must be to the satisfaction of the instructor
based on entry level competence required by the local drafting
industry.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Pccssible Machine Processes:

a. Drilling
b. Boring
c. Reaming
d. Breaching
e. Counterboring
E. Countersinking
h.. Spotfacing
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MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 3.15 APPLYING TOLERANCES

'PERFORMANCE OgiECTIVE:

Given access to relevant charts, symbols, and problems, demonstrate the

ability to apply tolerances to given drawing with specificaiions or to
instructor provided diawings of objects with measurements made by the

student.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

3.1501 1Define related terminology.

3.1502 Describe the following types of fits and toler-

ancing systems:
a. Basic holessystem
b. Basic shaft system
c. Clearance fits
d. tnterference fits
e. Transition fits
f. Running and sliding Yits

.g. Force fits
h. Location fits

f

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 10 Hours

PERFORMANCE STAMARDS:

- 90 percent accuracy in decimal-inch measurements on.given drawing

or instructor provided object.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Limits and Fits.: ANSI B4.I-1967

- Surface Texture: "ANDI B46.1-1962

- Dimensioning and Tolerancing for Engineering Drawings (terms, datum,

identifying symbols): ANSI Y14.5-1966

- Machinist's Handb04



MODULE 4 .0

DRAFrING I
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MODULE 4.0 DRAFTING I

tASK 4.01 SECTION VIEWS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

After instruction and demonstrations by the instructor, complete a minimum

of two exercises to describe the'internal features af three-dimensional

objects by using various types of sectional views, drawing figures to meet

specifications concerning: (Wthe correCt type of sectional view, (2)

correct placement of cutting plane lines, and (3) correct placement of

section lines,

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
,

4.0101 Given access to the'Alphabet of Linea, draw exampres
of.cutting plane and section lines comparable in thick-
ness and character to standards et by USASI.

4.0102 Given access ta 'relevant problemh, choose the type of

sectional view heeded to describe the internal features

of an object,.

4.0103 Given examples of sectional problets, identify the,types

of section indicated in each drawing. :

4.0104. Given access to examples of sectional problems, correctly
locate the apply section lines and cutting plane lines.

4.0105 Given access to relevant probler4s, draw at least one.
, of each of the following types of sections:

a. Full section
b. Half section
c. Broken-out section
d. Revolved section
e. Removed section
E. Offset section
g. Ribs and spokes in section
h. Aligned section
i. Conventional breaks

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 60 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Drawings to the instructor's satisfaction.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Correct terminology related to sectional view



Ob.

MODULE 4.0

TASK 4.02

DRAFTING I

AUXILIARY VIEWS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

After instruction and demonstrations explaining the theory of auxiliary
views, given exercises by the instructor, draw the true shape of inclined
and oblique planes and draw a minimum of two assigned figures using aux-
iliáry planes to describe the true size and shape of faces which are not --77

parallel to the regular planes of projection.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0201 Given access to three-dimensional objects, witfh
inclined planes, use the reference plane met pd and
draw the required auxiliary views.

4.0202 Given relevant problems, draw the following types of
auxiliary views:

a. 1 Depth auxiliary
b. Height auxiliary
c.. Width auxiliary

4.0203. Construct primary auXiliary view of objects with
symetrical planes from problems showing'orthographic
views of objects. Drawings are to be to instructor's
satisfaction.

4.0204 Construction auxiliary view of objects that have
asymetrical planes: given textbook or handout problems
from the instructor who will judge when the project
is satisfactorily completed.

4.0205 Construct auxiliary views of objects with curved
aurfaces from problems given b y.he instructor.
Drawinges are to be to inst tor's satisfaction.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 40 Hours,(Task 4.03, Revolutions, taught
during the same time frame as Auxiliary
Views. See comment in Task 4.03.

PERFORMANCE STAFARDS:

- Construct auxiliary views of objecis with symetrical planes, asymetri-
cal planes, and curved surfaces to the instructor's satisfaction
(using entry level job competence as the standard).)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Proficiency in use of correct terminology related to auxiliary views
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MODULE; 4.0

TASK 4.03

DRAFTING I

REVOLUTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a Ithree-dimensional object, with'an inclined plane in the front or
right side view, develop a primary revolution by showing the true size
and shape of the inclined plane in the right side or front side views
respectively.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS: 4

4.0301 'State purpose, principles, types, and uses of revolu-
tions and significance in technical drafting.

4.0302 Draw standard representations.
4.0303 Accurately decipher the relationship of lines, planes,

angles, points when part of a revolved axis.
4.0304 Describe and use the conventional drafting practices

for describing Objects.
4.0305 Given access to a step-by-step procedures, apply the

theory of revolutions to describe the true size and
shape of inclined and oblique planes by performing the
folloWing eterciefes:

a. Given access to a three-dimensional object with
an inclined plane in the front view, develop a
primary revolution by showing the true size and
shape of the inclined plebe in the right side

-) view.
b. Given atcess to a three-dimensional object with

an inclined plane in the right side view, develop
a primary revolution by showing t3etrue size
and shape of the inclined plane n the front view.

c. Given access to a suitable drawi g, draw the
primary revolutions needed to 'describe the true
size and shape of inclined planes and lines.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: Revolutions taught in the same time frame as,
Task 4.02, Auxiliary Views. (See note.)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Develop a primary revolution by showing the true size and shape of the
inclined plane in the right side or front side view respectively,
given an instructor or text assigned exercise.

- 100 percent correct projection methods.
- Done to standards acceptable to the instructor (using entrylevel job
competence as'standafd).

NOTE: Revolutions, while treated as a separate objective, is taught
during the same tine frame as Auxiliary Views, Task 4.02.
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MODULE 4.0 DRAFTING I
/

TASK' 4.04 THREADS,AND FASTENERS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given problems by the instructor, select or ildentify and draw the proper

threads and fasteners for project requiremenis using appropriate tables

or references to demonstrate job qualifiCation level competencies in the

drawing of threads and fasteners.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0401 Identify and describe the use of various common
fasteners used in mechanical devices and locate,speci-
fics in appropriate reference catalog(s). ,Tsdbe in-

cluded are: screws, bolts, nuts, threads, and f steners.

4.0402 Select, specify, and draw ptoper fasteners for p ject

requirements given by the instructor.

4.0403 Identify, select, and ddraw proper screw threads for
project requirements given by the instructor. Use

notes and dimensions.

4.0404 Identify, describe the meaning of, draw, and use the
various terms and symbols pertaining to threads to

include: thread forR, series, class of fit, multi-
plicity, direction of turn and length.

4.0405 Draw threads as required:
a. Acme - using semi-conventional or detailed

. representation method.
b. Square - using semi-conventional or detailed

representation.
c. Profiles of simplified and schematic threads.

d. Regular square bolts and nuts.

e. Hex-head bolts and nuts.

4.0406 Use thread tables.
4.0407 Identify, know use of, specify and draw standard keys,

keyways and rivets.

SUGGESTED /NSTRUCTION TIME: 30 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- To instructor's satisfaction (using entry level job competence as

.-

standard).
Select or identify and draw the proper threads and fasteners for
project requirements, given problems by the instructor, using

appropriate tables of references to demonstrate job qualification

level competencies in the drawing of threads and fasteners.
_J
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MODULE 4.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 4.05 AXONOMETEIC PICTORIAL DRAWINGS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an object to be drawn using theaxonometric system, draw the
object using one of the following proeodures:

1.. Draw the object.in isometric.
2. Draw the object in dimetric.

3. Draw the object in trimetric.
4. Draw axonometric sections.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0501 Determine proper layout for drawing. Construct

enclosing box, with full length, height, and width
of object.

4.0502 Establish all detail measure ents of object with
enclosing box.

4.0503 .Draw all necessary lines connecting measurements
within enclosing box. Dimension at required places.

4.0504 Show angles correctly in isometric.

C'
SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 53 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Measurements and services to lAtisfaction of instructor.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Know hi ory and origin of axonometric system, State uses of

axonometrie. drawings
- Identify difNfeNrences between projected and constructed axonometric

drawings
- Use and care of iflstruments
- Proper lettering
- Geometric constructio

1 0!)
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MODULE 4.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 1 4.06 OBLIQUE PICTORIAL DRAWINGS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:.

Given an object to be drawn in the oblique, draw in the oblique using
three of the following:

1. Top emphasis
2. Cavalier
3. Right side emphasis
4. Reverse axis
5. Cabinet
6. Foreshortened

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0601

4.0602

Determine proper layout arrangement for drawing.
Construct enclosing box, with full length, height,
and width or part. Establish all detail measurements
of part within enclosing box.
Draw all necessary Lines connecting measurements within
enclosing box. Diiiensiograt required places.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 10 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
1

- Follow procedures and present correct view for obliques selected.

Neatness applies.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Know history, origin, and uses of oblique dr wings
- Use and care of instruments
- Proper type of lettering
- Geometric construction
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-MODULE 4.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 4.07 PERSPECTIVE PICTORIAL DRAWINGS

PERFORMANCE,OBJECTIVE:

Given an object to.be drawn, draw the object in one. point and two
point perspective with the following elements applied and identified
so that diawing parts appear progressively smaller as they are further
away.

1. Variables of perspective - Station point
2. Angles of View:

a. Horizonal angle
b. Vertical angle

3. Distance from the Object
- Cone of vision

4. Groud Line
5. Picture Plane
6. Horizon Line
7. Vanishing Point

a. Lines parallel to picture plane
b. Horizontal lines not parallel to picture plane
c. All other lines

8. Vertical Measurements
9. Horizontal Measurements

a. Sighting
b. Measuring

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0701 Determine proper layout arrangements for drawing.

4.0702 Draw views of object. Draw top and side views in

positions. Locate vanishing points. Locate true
heights. Draw visual rays.

4.0703 Complete drawing, lettering, and check entire drawing
for completeness and accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 20 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Draw object in one point and two point perspective with accuracy
and neatness.



MODULE 4.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 4.07 PERSPECTIVE PICTORIAL DRAWINGS (Continued)

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Know history and origin of perspective drawing, Know use of

perspective driving
- Use and care of instruments
- Proper lettering
- Geometric construction
- Orthographic construction

110
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MODULE 4.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 4.08 PARALLEL LINE DEVELOP/ENT

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an assignment by the instructor or from the text, create the
rectangular patterns of th prism and the cylinder.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.0801 Determine necessary space allocation ! for necessary
views'of object and development.

4.0802 Draw necessary views of object.
4.0803 Dimension views where necessary.
4.0804 Establish all elements in miews.

4.0805 Complete all drawing of elements in views.
. 4.0806 Letter and/or number elements in views.

4.0807 Draw development or developments, transferring
'dimensions and elements from views.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 8 Hours

(\'N\EEI?ORMANCE STANDARDS:
- Create the rectangular patternAf the prism and the cylinder,
given an assignment by the instructor or from the text.

- Draw to instructor's standards (based on entry level job competence

requirements).

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Read information (directions and specifications)

- Geometric construction



MODULE 4.0 ,11 DRAFTING I

TASK 4.09 RADIAL LINE DEVELOPMENTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given teacher or text problems, create pie shaped patterns of the pyramid
and the cone.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:
QM.

4.0901 Determine required space allocations far necessary
views of object and development.

4.0902 Draw necessary views of object.
4.0903 Dimension views where necessary.
4.0904 Establish all elements in views.
4.0905 Complete all drawing of elements in views.
4.0906 Latter and/or number elements in views.
4.0907 Draw the true length layout.
4.0908 Draw developments, -transfer dimensions, elements and

true lengths from views.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 8 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Stretchout view should show inside of object.
- Make right section where needed, show total length, show bend lines
when necesisary, ley out in proper sequence.

- Draw and develop transitional4deces.
- Draw Co instructoes standards based on entry level competence require-
ments of drafting field.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Geometric construction
- Read information

SUGGESTION:

- Students-may benefit from making a model, such as a cardboard cutout,
of the drawing or figure.
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MODULE 4.0

TASK 4.10

DRAFTING I

INTERSECTIONS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given teaCher or text problems, create required patterns of two intersecting

solids.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

4.1001 Locate, show point of intersection and show
visibility for the following:

a. Cutting plane
b. Cutting spear
c. Parallel cylindetb

d. Edge view
e. Piercing point

4.1002 Draw intersections of:
a. Line and plane
b. Plane and plane
c. Solid and plane
d. Solid and solld

4.1003 Drew intersections f ducts and bends of similar

surfaces.
4.1004 Drew development of surf aàèe involved.

SUGGESTED. INSTRUCTION TIME: 10 Hours

\%

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:
4446 (.

- Draw intersections of ducts and bends of similar surfaces acceptable

to instructor based on entry level competence requirements for the

drafting field.



MODULE 5.0

DRAFTING I
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MODULE 5.0 DRAFTIVG I

TASK 5.01 WORKING DRAWINGS-'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTrVE:

Given problems and the appropriate tools and supplies, prepare preliminary

working drawings to demonstrate a detailed part drawing including all infor-

mation necessary to properly fabricate the parts to the satisfaction of the

instructor. Also, prepare assembly dtawings with bill of materialloutilizing

the detailed drawings.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS: meow

5.0101 Apply principles of third angle orthographic pragection
a* practiced in the U.S. and Canada.

5.0102 Apply recommendations of USA Standarda Institute pertaining'
to Draftin& Practices (X14.1-Y14.17) and Graphic Symbols

('f32 Series).

5.0103 Use drafting templates and drafting machines.

5.0104 Use appropriate catalogs, industrial standarde, company
standards, and handbooks.

5.0105 Determine information relevant to design.

5.0106 Make selection of standard parts.

5.0107 Select standard parts Which can be altered to meet design

requirements.
5.0108 Complete assembly and installation drawings.

5.0109 Given a problem with exploded pictorial drawings with dimen-

sions and materials noted or cross sectioned assembly
drawings with design parameters defined, draw assembly
4Eawings illustrating the relationship that detail and
iikembly drawings have to each other.

NOTE: Students must determine 'Stich p r uires --
detailed part drawings, and pre ngs to
include all information necessary perly
fabricate th'e parts to the satisfact on of the 40

instructoc. Prepare fll necessivy sub-assembly
and assembly drawings`.0hich inclTde a'listing of
parts in family-tree order.

.SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 120 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Neatness and accuracy apply.
- Drawings conform to ANSI Manuals where appropriate.
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MODULE 5.0 DRAFTING I

TASK 5.01 WORKING DRAWINGS

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (Continued)

- Problem-solving, freehand sketching and drawing, and composition
(layout) techniques properly applied. Reports are clear, concise,

and to the point. Model is well executed and portrays object
accurately.

- Execute drawings' within time limits considered acceptable for

initial employment.
- Demonstrate knowledge of related technical information, application
of theories and symbols/and conventions, and terminology with at
least 80 percent accuraby.

- Perform tasks required inthis duty area in proper sequence and

conducts the necessarY coordination.
- Use appropriate reference technical manuals, tables, and catalogs

correctly.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION: (Suggested Time: 1-3 Hours)

- Optional Supplementary Performance:
(File Original Working Drawings) Given an unassembled aet of working
drawings and a file; file the original working drawings. The drawings

will be filed so that they can be retrieved upon demand.

Performance Actions:

1. Confirm project titles/numbers assigned to each. drawing., .

4 Arrange and group drawings under headings.
3. File drawings.
4. Check for accUracy.
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SUMMARY NOTE

THE COMPLETION OF MODULES 1.0 - 5.0, DRAFTING I AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL,
THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF GREENVILLE COUNTY', BASICALLY IS EQUIVALENT TO THE
POST-SECONDARY ENGINEERING GRAPHICS COURSES; EGT 111, EGT 121, AND EGT-431,
AT GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

NOTE: Module 6.0 will begin Drafting II, the seeond year of the
secondary level program of vocational training.
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DRAFTING I
(Secondary Level)

EQUIPMENT LIST

The following 'minimum equi7ent is recommended for students of

Drafting I.

Drawing Instrument Set
Vinyl Drawing Top Covers
T-Square or Straight Edge
Triangle, 300 x 60°, plaitic, 10"

Triangle, 450, plastic, 10"
Adjustable Triangle
Architect's Triangular Scale
Mechanical Engineer's.Scale
Civil Engineer's Scale
Metric Scale a

Irregular Curve
Roll of 3/4" Drafting Tape
Lead Holder
Eraser
Sandpaper Pad Tencil Pointer
Lettering Chart
H-Leads_

2-H Leads
4-H Leads

The following equipment is recommended for the drafting classroam and is

based on a hypothetical class size of 18 stddents.

Bench Duaters 18

Drafting Machines 1 of each type, 3 preferred minimum

Proportional Dividers 1

CompasS Beam 1

Compass, Drop Bow Pen and Pencil 1

Caler, Inside 1

Diazo Machine 1

Paper Cutter (36" Blade Minimum) 1

Shears, Trimming, 12" 1

Pencil Sharpeners 2

Drafting Tables with Stools 18

Light Table 1

The actual equipment for students or classroom may exceed the above
suggested minimums and will vary with program funding, instructor

perference, etc. The recommendation is for Drafting I conducted

at the secondary level.
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OUTCOME-REFERENCED MEASU-RES
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OUTCOME-REFERENCED MEASURES:

DRAFTING T

OutcOMe-referenced measures-provide a means for thraluation standardiiation
and help ensure. that Measures are valid and reliable with regard to on-
the-job requirements.

The sample test items in the Outcomereferended MeaSures are selected to
articulate to teachers and students,how student performance can be
evaluated with validity and reliability. The test items have been
constructed from the objectives of- the training program.

The sample test items m4r be used in the actual testing situations or
max serve only as guide , allowing for specific test items to be developed
at t dividual instructional level. The test items, in fact, could

se a study guide for the student since students should understand
that job qualification will be determined by evaluation of job-task
competencies.

Technical training in Drafting I begins with Module 3.0 and continuee
through Module 5.0

Module 1.0, Safety, has been omitted from the measures section of the
instruction guide.

Module 2.0, Math Review, refers the instructor to measures that have been
identified in the Curriculum Guide for High School General Mathematics
published by The School District of Greenville County; therefore,
specific samples of math review measures are omitted in the Articulated,
Performance-based Instruction Guide for Drafting I.

Test items for Modules 3.0 - 5.0 have been constructed from the objectives,
of Drafting I which indicate the level of knowledge and skill to be_
attained.

NOTE: . The sources of the sample drawings in the outcome-referenced
measuies have been identified clearly. The sample drawings from text-
books are those being used currently by instructors who use the text-
books in their classrooms. The drawings have been reproduced for re-
ference at the suggestion of the instructors to ii-Prove Lateral and
vertical articulation. In practice, the instructors will use the
actual textbooks.



MODULE 3.0

TASK 3.0101 In the history of drafting, list two materials on
which drawings were made prior to the inv'ention of
paper.

3.0102 List four specialized (career) fields in drafting.

3.0103 Describe the primary purpose of technical drawings
in industry based on information given by the text-
book or instructor.

3.0106 Define regionakemployment oPportunities in drafting
based on thetstildent mastering Drafting I and II and
possibly continuing drafting training at Greenville
TEC, considering local market trends.

Sample Ans. The approximately 2,560 drafters employed
in SC during 1980 is expected to increase
by around 2,750 by 1982. It is estimated
that there will be an average of 120
openings each year with around 95 due to
growth and 25 due to replacement needs.
Best prospects will be foi graduates.
with associate degrees in drafting.

3.0107 State the environmental and working conditions in the
field of drafting.

Sample Ans. Drafters may work'alone or as members of
a drafting team under the direction of
supervision of a more experienced
drafter, chief dra er project drafter,
engineer, or architect.

Drafters either sit or stand'at drafting
tables in well-lighted ropms. They
may sometimes work at conitruction sites,
in machine shops or at other places where
their drawings are required.

Drafters generally work a 5-day, 35-40
hour week. Overtime may be necessary
to meet deadlines.

TASK 3.02 Give'x drafting equipment to include.a drafting table,
appro riate basic drafting instruments, and lettering
hheets, demonstrate in a practical exerciae correct
use of basic drafting equipment, maintenance of equip-
ment, reading of scales, and attaching paper to drafting
table.

The instructor may ,use the performance actions description
as a checklist and correct ,procedures with the students
prior to observing them.
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TASK 3.0104 (Use of Instruments: -T-Square) Given a T-square,
triangle, pencil leads, paper, erasers, and erasing
shields, and an assignment to draw the irregular polygo
in Figure 3-82, p. 66, French et al., Mechanical Dra g

st

3.0205

3.0207

draw the exercise as instructed in class or the textbook
to the satisfaction of the instructor.

,
Pg. 3-82 Irregular polygon. Construct Me Irregular polygon as
shown. Use a scale of ;" 1 Begin by drawing line AA near
the bottom of the sheet and centered horizontally. The length of
each line ts given at the right of th figure above. All angles
may be drawn with th T-squares and a combination of triangles.

Given T-square and triangles, paper and tape, and other
supplies, draw lines from horizontal to vertical angle
in increments of 150 to 10 accuracy.

(Same exercise ae 3.0204) Given differenct types of
drafting scales, references foe given scales,'and
dimensions required, students will identify each scale,
and state the difference with 100 percent accuracy, and
lay out and draw different lengths of lines with 90
percent accuracy.

Instructor may employ: "Handout on Drafting Scales"
(3 pages follow).
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DETERMINE THE READINGS INDICATED ON EACH SHOP SCALE AND PRINT THE ANSWERS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED.
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T.ASK 3.0207 SCALE READINGS #1
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DETERMINE THE READINGS INDICATED ON EACH SHOP SCALE AND PRINT THE ANSWERS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED.,
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TASK 3.0207 # 2
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DeTERANNE THE READINGS INDICATED ON THE ARCHITECT'S SCALES AND PRINT THE ANSWERS IN THE SPACES PROVIOEO.
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TASK 3.03 Given drafting instruments and equipment, clean the
items based on performance actions which will be
revie4ed by the instructor and used by the instructor

as a checklist for evaluation.

3.04 Alphabet of Lines-41UTCOME-REFERENCE MEASURE (3.04)
Given practical exercises by the instructor or from
a text, draw the Alphabet of Lines to given drawings
to-given specifications such as 95 percent accuracy
in thickness and character of drawings to given
guides, with neatness.

The following sample guide from Figure 3-11, Alphabet
of Lines p.26, Spenill et al., Basic Technical
Drawings applies.
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PENCIL LINES 'APPLICATIONS INK LINES

BORDER LINE
,

'AISIBLE LtNE

CONSTRUCTION UNE

SCCIONUNE

4PPPOA

H I COEN LINE

rat. APPPO X

APP00*
1.P.PROX lo ) ...A-PtQaW

CENTER LINE

DIMENSION LINE

LX TENSION LINE. -

41,b0100x4 to Ii.-4
312 41,0140n inis apoolox

CUTTING-PLANE LINE

.4 )-..) 4 AppRox

CU T T ING-PLANE LINE

(frreeleina) 4,

SI-CRT-BREAK LINE

freehand)

LONG-BREAK LINE

11120410X
4,16110)1mitrieoxt to

PHANTOM LINE ---

/Ali&
.w.41111111111111111111111

Fig. 3-11. Alphabet of Linea.

1 2
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BORDER LINE

BLE LINE

Construction lines ore never
drawn in ink

SECTION LINE.

-IIODEN LINE

CENTER LINE KJ

7DIME.N5ION LINE

EXTENSION UNE ------
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CUTTINC4-PLANE LINE

CUTTING-PLANE LINE

E

SIG-BREAK LIJE

PHANTOM LINE



3 na

. . 8. 1 . .,,

-.1....7TYPEOF.LINE, .. . DESCRIPTION AND. APPLICAT1ON
. . .

EXAMPLES '. ..

CUTTING PLANE
rTRA THICK Thil cutthig-p ne line is used in a section

ifi to ate where an imaginary _

cu ng rOok place.
.

- ,

,

,

.
.

t..........
SMALL. SIMPLE

SECTIONS 4
(COMPLICATED SECTIONS

t
.

.

OFFSET SECTIONS

SECTION LINES

.W , 'X

THIN

Section lining is used to indicate the ,

surface in the section view imagined to
have been cut along the cutting plane
line. Sometimes called "hatching lines",
their construction and spacing may
be used to indicate symbolically the
material from which the part was made.

%

-

ViEINING PLANE LINZ

f
.

#

The view *plane line is used to indicate

direction and height of partial view. illftumar.
Ifteill

.

EXTRA THICK

BREAK LINES

_____vi THIN
Break lines are used when it is desirable
to shorten the view of a long part when

this part has a uniform shape for all, or
part of, its length.

.
ii_____

LONG IREAK

THICK..---....,...........
SHORT CREAK (FREEHAND)

: lk

PHANTOM LINES

M

,

Phantom linn are used to indicate the
alternate position of a part or to show

the position of a part that is adjacent to,

or fits with, the part being drawn, or

the portion to be removed.

41/4
AnrcLi

/ I
,

L.....t

1

\

_ILL_

BROKEN LINE OF ONE ONG

AND 11110 SHORT SHES

am If..1
111111,

.
MISC. INES .

-
.

Stitch-line used to indicate seams in

Wither; Mastic and textiles.
.

N

___12........___
STITCH UNE

THICK......p ...... ....m. 10110 MEM= 0110 OMNI!

SURFACE ZONE LINE

EXTRA PUCK

PATH OF CABLE LINE
_

-
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3 . 04

TYPEZA.LINE. .1
.11ESCRIPTIQN MO:APPLICATION EXAMPL

."4

' '<'

' EJECT OR VISIBLE
OUTLINE

THICK

The object line is used to indicate the visible
edges and corners of an object Object lines
should stand out clurly in contrast to other
lines so that the general shape of the object
is apparrnt to the eye. LJ

wilim..4

I

''EIDEN FEATURE UNE

(MEDIUM)

DASHES APPROX. LONG

.1,PACES APPROX. 312 LONG

CENTRE LINE'

S -
(THIN)

PACES

DASHES

LONDi TO
spORT.:ii

ALTERIIATNE

SOLID THIN LINE

The hidden feature line is used to show those
surfaces, edges, or corners of an object that
are hidden from view.

a

Cent= lines are used to designate the axes of
round and symmetrically shaped holes and
solids, two lines, perpendicular to each other.
as used in the view when the shape is sym-
metrical about both axes. Also used tor path
lines, pitch circles, and axes of symmetry.

H-
EiTENSION AND

DIMENSION LINES
(THIN)

I
ALTERNATIVE

3

Extension lines extend from object lines to
receive the dimension line. They sh&sid
almost touch the line whicji they are ex-
tending and snould extend approximately
IA past the dimension line. Arrowheads are
placed at each end of the dimension line
and touch the extension line. The dimension
is placed approximately at the halfway point in
the dimension line, either in an opening in the
dimension line or above the line.

(THIN)
LEADER The loader is mead to indicate the part of the

drawing to which a note refers. When used to
indicate a hole, it is aimed at the centre of
the Mole, usually at an angle of 801145: or3O?

The arrowhead touches the circumference
Of the circle, while the large dot rests on the
surface.

DRILL f



TASK 3.05, Given an instructor or text provided exercise, a
single-stroke lettering guide or four references to
aa assigned style of lettering form from a text,
letter in upper case letters, numbers, and fractions,
freehand:in a style that is perfectly legible,
Uniform, and capable of rapid execution, compatable
to the guide in shapes and proportions. Usea 4-H
pencil to draw guidelines based on given speafi-
cations and using an H or 2H penal to complete the.
lettering.

3.06 '7 On 4;lettering exercise, demonstrate in'a'reasonable
ti4i limit the ability to select, if required, the
correct mechanical lettering items for the job or
use the Ames-type lettering device to produce lettering
that is correctly spelledi neat, and with proper
word.spacing.

3.07 Given a drafting machine, an exercise from the
instructor or A text, demonstrate the basic operations
of the drafting machine.

The exercise used in Task 3.0204 may be used for
3.07 (fig. 3-82, p. 66, French's Mechanical Drawing,
8th.ed.).

3.08 _Given dtep-by-step procedures, drawing instruments,
accessories, geometrical definitions, and a set of
'exercisee, construct geometrical,figures.and polygons
common to the drafting field by completing a given
exercise with 90 percent accuracy.

Refer to exercides 4-76, 4-78, and 4-79,.page 124,
of Technical Drawing, by Giesecke.

Given a requirement to neatly sketch and-draw freehand
and one or more ejcercises from the instrUctor or a text,
draw objects using orthographic projections*and pictorials
to the instructor's satisfaction in a reasonable time.

For sample exercisea, see Figures 6.27 and 6.28,
pages ,98-99, Basic Technical Drawing, Spencer.

For the purposes of articulation, Figures 6.27 and
6.28 Are reproduced on the following pages.

.340904

3.0905 Continuation of 3.09: Missing Line exercise. For

sample problems, see Figure 6.29,, page 101, Basic
Technical Drawing, Spencer.

For purposes of articulation, Figure 6.29 is reproduced
on the following pages.

,
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Task 3.0904 Sample exercises from Basic Technical Drawing, by Spencer.

Fig. 6.27, Page 98

Fig. 2-27,'Page 99

D-84
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Task 3.0905

Sample exercise from Basic Technical Drawing, by Spencer, p. 100.

T

- .

-

,

f--

'7

- 4. . - -.. -

Fig. 6-29. Missing-Line Problems. Sketch the view of assigned
problems, adding all missing lines. Bach grid space si 1/4". In
most cases, spacing between views camle improved by spacing
views farther apart.



Task 3.0906 Continuation of 3.09: Missing View exercises. For

sample problems, see Figure 6.28, page 101, Basic
Technical Drawing., Spencer.

Sample pagei reproduced on following pages.

(



Task 3.0906

Sample exercises from Basic Technical Drawing, by Spencer, p. 101.
A

UM'

®

Add right-side views ill PrOb.S. 1-'12

1 1

-

1

Add rt side view. Complete front view

Fig. 6-28. Missing-View Problems. Sketch the given views, and then
. add the third view in each problem. Use cross-section paper or plain
paper, as assigned. In most cases, spacing between views can be
improved by spacing views farther apart than shown here. Each grid
spats 1/4".

D-87



Task 3.10

Given an object with a requirement to draw the object using
orthographic projections, draw three necessary views showing
complete views in correct positions.

For sample exercises, see pages 120-121, Basic Technical Drawing,
by Spencer.

FOr articulation purposes, a sample page is reproduced.

........tis.-,,,)k\

--4-

9
11 I
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TASK 3.11 Given exercises by the instructor, demonstrate
knowledge of the universal rules and procedures for
showing shapes and sizes pictured, by illustrating
how and where dimensions are placed on drawings to
the satisfaction of the instructor.

(See attached sample test.)

3.1103 Illustrate appropriate methods of dimensioning parts

of a drawing.

(See Figures 9-37 - 9-41, Pages 165-167, Basic
Technical Drawing, by Spencer. .

For examples of tests, see: Drawing #2 and #4,
Figures 9-39, page 165; Drawing #2 and #3, Figure
7-30, page 121; Figure 9-40, page 166; and Figure
9-41, page 167; Basic Technical Drawing, by Spencer.

For purpose of articulation, sample drawings are

attached,.

3.1105 (True Dimensional Tolerancing) Determine limit
dimensions, tolerances, clearances, etc., by proper
use of ANSI B4.1. Limit Tables or by information
given by the instructor.

For sample test item, see Figure 15-39, page 294,
Basic Technical Drawing, by Spencer.

"Run a print of the Drawing 15-39 and mark on it
carefully in freehand. Use a pencil so that it can

be erased. Use True Dimensional Tolerancing Symbols
to indicate the following: (1) C-bored Holes located

within 0.10 at maximum material condition. (2)

Patum for tapped holes and lower counter-bored hole
isibottom of part and centerline of part. Bottom of

pait is Datum A and centerline of.part is Datum B.
(3) The slot running lengthwise on the back of the
part must be symetric about Datum B within .002 inch

regardless of material condition. .(4) The 5/8" wide

,projection on the back must be perpendicular to B
within .0015. (5) The 1/2" slot across the front
must be located with .001 at the Maximum material
condition, and perpendicular to B within .0001.

3.12 Given relevant charts, symbols, and problems, demonstrate
the ability to apply tolerances to given drawings
with specifications or a instructor provided drawings
of objects with measurements made by the student.

For sample test drawings, see Figure 12.26, page
353, Technical Drawing, by Giesecke.

1.29
D-89



Task 3.1103

Dimensioning Problems. Redraw with instruments. Add missing
lines and dimension fully.

Fig. 9-39, p. 165, Dimensioning

CLAMP ISLUth

'Fig. 9-40, p. 166, Dimensioning

BACKSTOP

430
D-90



iig. 9-40, p. 166, Dimensioning (con't.)

Fig. 9-41, p. 167, Dimensioning

GTD)

HINGE

D-91 1 31
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3.1105, 3.1106, 3.1108: Sample Test

TOLERANCES

1. A. The tolerance on this diameter is

2.

3.

0.G3S-D/4 B. The basic diameter, in decimal. form
Ode /5 is.

C. The basic diameter in fraction form
is

D. The lower Limit is

E. The upper limit is

The shaft shown in item 1 above is to
fit into the hole shown at left.

A. What is the minimum clearance?

B. What is the maximum clearance?-

The shaft in item 1 above will be
inserted into the hole at the left.

A. What is the maximum clearance?

4

B. What is the maximum interference?

4. What is the4ormal size of a 3/4" pipe?

5. Using ANS/ 84.1 Tables and given a 1/2" nominal size shaft, what are
the (A) maximum and (B) minimum shaft sizes and (C) maximum and (D)
minimum hole sizes for a Class RC 3 fit?

A. B. C, D.



3.1105, 3.1106, 3.1108: Sample Test on't.)

TOLERANCES, PA I/

1. Write what each part of the
symbol means.

2.

.001 8
What does this symbol mean?

3. What is a reference point?

4. What is a maximum material condition for:

a. A.hole?

b. A slot?

c. A shaft?

5. What is-meant by "perpendicularity"?

6. -What its meant by "runout"?

1 33

D-93

4.

For the drawing on the
left, all holes are
9/32" diameter, except
the center, threaded
7/8-5 Acme. All holes
are True Position within
.001.

Label datumn and show
true position tolerance
symbols. Show proper
hole and thread notes
(freehand).



MODULE 4.0

4.01 Complete a minimum of two exercises to describe the
internal features Of three-dimensional objects by using
various types of sectional views,.dtawing figures to
meet specifications concerning: (1) the correct type 0
SectiOnal vie4, 00 correct placement of cutting plane
line,. and (3) correct placement of section lines.

For sample test drawings, see Figure 11-24, page/104;
Figure 11-25f page 205; and pages 206-210 for represen-
.tative exercises for performance actions 4.0105 (a-i):
Basic Technical Drawing, by Spencer.

Samples attached for articulation.

Also, see Figure 7.56, page 225 and Figure 6.67, page 227,
Technical Drawing, by Giesecke.

4.02 Draw the true shape of inclined and oblique planes and
draw a minimum of two assigned figures using auxiliary
planes to describe the true size and shape of faces
which ate not parallel to the regular planes of pro-

jection.

See Figure 8.41, page 248, Technical Drawing, by
Giesecke.
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Sample 4.0105

PectioningProblems. Page 206, Spencer. Make sketch or mechanical drawing of assigned
problem shawing the given views plus a section as indicated. Omit pictorial drawings.
and instructional notes. Move dimensions from pictorial drawings to the sectional.views.
Give part names in title'stripe.
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-Sample 4.0105

Sectioning Problems. Page 206, Spencer. Make sketch or mechanical drawing of assigned
problem, showing the given viewil plus a section as indicated. Omit pictorial drawings

and instructional notes. Move dimensions from pictorial drawings to the sectional views.

,Give,part names In title strips.
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Sample 4.0105 Page 209, Spencer.
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Task 4.0403 See Fig. 10-48, p. 210, Mechanical Drawing, French.

Fig. 10-41 Draw the profiles of the sharP
"V" and the American National Unified
thread. Letter the name of each under it.
011Ch = 1",

-
Fig. 10-44 Draw two complete turns of a
right-hand helix u shown above. Use
dimensions indicated and work full size.
Number all points to avoid errors.

A

Fig. 10-45 Draw two complete turns of a
left-hand helix as shown above. Use di-
mensions indicated and work full size.
Number all points to avoid errors.

r77 777 r/
//1 ' ,

Fig. 10-47 Draw the profile of the, square
thread. Letter the name under it. Pitch
= 1**

Fig. 10-4111 Schematic representation of screw threads. Take
dimensions from the printed scale at the bottom of the page, using
dividers. Draw the views as shown and complete each as fol-
lows: A a scMmac representation showing 1"-8UNC-2A
threads; B = en4l.w of A; C = schematic representation of

A

Fig. 10-411 Simplified repreuntation of screw threads. Take
dimensions from the printed scale at the bottom of the page, using
dividers. Draw the views as shown and complete each as fol-
lows: A as simplified representation showing 1"-8UNC-2A
threads; B a end view of A: C a simplified representation ot

section through 1"-8UNC-213 (Internal) threads; D a right-side
view of C, E = schematic representation of section through
drill x 1', deep, 1"-8UNC-2I3 x 19, deep; F a schematic repre-
sentation of section through drill x 11/2 dup. 1"-8UNC-2B
x 1', deep.

I

section through 1"-8UNC-213 (internal) threads; 0 a right-side
view of C. E = simplified representation of section through Ts
drill x 1', deep, 1"-8UNC-28 x 1'; deep; F a simplified repre-
sentation ot section through drill x 11/2 deep, 1"-8UNC-213
x 1' , deep.

0 I 2 3

1 4
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Task 4.0403 See Fig. 14-39, p. 263, Spencer.

Detailed Threads. Draw problems assigned. Omit all inclined lettering. Transfer

titles to title strip.
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Task 4.,0405
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44711I-4PASTENERS

'Fig 14-40, (Exercise 4), page 264, Basic Technical
Drawing, Spencer. Symbolic Threads and Fasteners.
Draw problem-assigned. Omit all inclined lettering.
Transfer titles to title strip.
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Task 4.03 See Fig. 16-46, p. 332, Basic Technical Drawing,
Spencer.

See Fig. 16-49, p. 334, (Bxamples 3 and 8 for given degree
angles in isometrics), Basic Technical Drawings, Spencer.
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Fig 16-49. Isometric Problems. Locate starting corners
A. Move titles to titles strip and omit dimensions

unless assigned.



Task 4,06
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Task 4.07
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Fig. 16-54, p. 338, Basic Technical Drawing, Spencer. Two-
Point Perspective Problems. Omit all dimensions. Letter
VPL, SP, etc.
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Pig. 16-55, p. 339, Basic Technical Drawing, Spencer. One-
Point Perspective Problems. Omit all dimensions. Letter
VPL, SP, etc.

See Fog. 18-54, Technical Drawing, 6th ed., Giesecke.
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Task 4.08

Flg. 11-53 Developments. Scale: full
size. Problems A through L are planned
to fit on an 11" x 1 7" or 12" x 18" draw-
ing sheet. Draw the front and top views
of the problem assigned. Develop the
stretchout (pattern) es shown In the exam-
ple at the right. For problems A through
F. add the top In the position it would be
drawn for fabrication. Include dimensions
and numbers If instructed to do so. Pat-
terns may be cut out and assembled.

rrrr.

2

6-47
4

los 2 1

4 3 8 6

3 45

c

Fig. 18-53, p. 340, and 18-54, p. 341, Mechanical Drawing, French.

Fig. 17-32, p. 362, Basic Technical Drawing, Spencer.
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Task 4.08

III

k;.

pw...

Xt

2f

A. 2

18-114 Mak two Maws of tho problem assigned and develop the pattern. Scale full size.

Page 341, Preach.

1 4
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Task 4.08

(....) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
.

I

fr-,,, Fig/2-18 select problem and Germ
two Own vleog Inn pcovr.,..,ylor: shoi.,;14 bete. ,

the'n dr\ow
/tern] Letterero// ints 4pa PU

i

4 )

11.-

- 11 --

-INN

4

3 21

A 3/ 31 3i 3i 3g

8 2i 2/ 2i 21 4
:r

.8 - C 11 li 11 1

'
11

-1 \
$

D 45. 3Cf 4 4ft 40' 45. -3Cf 3t3.

..

I

1

\,/ N

I

D

6

Include ends on pottem
.1_______AL

4 3

IN

I 2 3

1--1 1

3:1

,J,

ii,

'''

1

/8

(...,,t

, i ,Ii :4

1 I

C.)
1 2 4 5 6 1 b

,..1

,

a,

ciiiii 1

.

_
0

., ,t,

,I4
Ale 24,

b 3 ,it[3a
,a

)

,I2f1,i1241 ;-1
4 3i , 8 -.1A 4

r
al

(..1iPot cnd. YI ootter.,

I

-.LN

, 3

I
-i -AN L I.

Pig. l 32, p. 362, Spencer. Parallel-Line Development Problems. Draw given views and

patte9 of problem assigned by instruCtor. Omit table and all'apacing, dimensions, and

instructional notes.
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TASK 4.09

See Fig. 17-34 and Fig. 17-351 p. 364, Basic Technical Drawing, Spencer.

Also dee Fig. 18-54, p. 141, Mechanical Drawing, French.

9
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Task 4.19,

See Bxercises B and F, Fig. 18-55, p. 342, Mechanical Drawing, French.

T

2 '1.

I.

Flg. 11-53 Make two views of the problem assigned. In problems A through D. complete the top view
and develop the pattern. In problems E through J. complete views where necessary by developing the
line of intersection and completing the top view in G. H. and I. Develop patterns for both parts in problems
E through J.

151
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Task 5.05

For Sample Tasks, s
Fig. 15-41, p. 295,
Fig. 15-46, p. 299,
Fig. 14-71, p. 439,
Drawing, Giesecke.

ee:

Basic Technical Draiing, Spencer.
-Basic Technical Drawing, Spencer.
and Fig. 14-77, p. 443, Technical

Xa GROOVE P'N
-TYPE I -3 RECIO

DRILL -3 HOLES
Et.JUALLY SPACE0 -

X45. OlIAM

LAHLWRIZ.L
CIFEP

L -HAN1ic

I

2k.

THHUST
2A Aaa,:.HFR
- - A E -I FikLUD

® rBALI. BEARING
- 3

/ 1..... * I i 9i -r-- ,

iRE00 0 / /
' 1.1.6N-1501Am- L IT DRILL-2 HOLES44nrk-- -- 6t 4/

BALI. CAP --/ , (90ice0 ' .se.

clE 1045 DROP 1--- I 00o:88f BORE JACK SCREW--/ / 4, HOUSING
01

,

FOIRGINGI RECO i DEEP SAE 1120 DROp FORGINGI REOD MALL. IRONI REOD
/

Fig. 15-41. Loco Screw Jack.
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Taak 5.05

Fig. 15-46, p. 299 Basic Technical Drawing, Spencer.

4.WASHER
PHOS BRONZE
STK 20
2 RECZO

i7s
32 OR ILL

:Ns

(-) PULLEY
C I -I REDO

FILLETS & ROUNDS
UNLESS SPECIFIED

0 BUSHING
PHOSPHOR BRONZE
STOCK REDD

i-LOIL GROOVE
iX312 DEEP .

/ 77453 REAM

C5
HEX NuT
I RECO

OIL GROOvE
iXs12 DEEP--

1*"

x

.g22:5, REAM

3 HOLES

0 FRAME
C I -I ki

i-I3UNC-3B
2 HOLES-

®
C I -I RECO

DRILL.

a HOLES.

th445'
r HAM - 0 *406 WOODRUFF

KEY - I RE00

VI
211

b
- HONC. 2A

406 WOOD-
RUFF CEYSEAT '

0 SHAFT
C R S -STK rms.
HEAT TREAT '04

REOD

ix45-

.Pre AXeg /
.1- RELIEF /

113,:4 DR I
\'`LL

NPT FOR \
BOWEN GREASE_ \

CUP T-76-00

/4Xrg SLOT

0 HINGE SCREW
vACHI NE STEEL
STK r DIA PEOD

Fig. 15-46. Belt Tightener.
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Sample Test 5.0401 Student s Name

Date

QUIZ ON FIELD TRIP
SROP PROCESSES

Field trip to: NORFAB (local industry)

1. List at least three machine tools you observed during the field trip.

2. In which direction does the flat horizontal table, on which many of
the machine tools are mounted, move?

3. If a round part, such as a shaft, were to be made, which machine
tool normally would be used to machine:the part?

4. .What is the smooth flat 'granite table used for in the machine shop?

5. What is the use of the Optical Comparator?

6. Why are some metal parts pellet blasted?

7. Summarize the Shop Foreman's statement concerning showing dimensions
on drawings?

1 54
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Sample Test 5.0401

SHOP PROCESSES WOEKSHEET A

NAME:

I. List tWv ways of rough forming machine parts.

2. Identify where finishing work usually.is done on machine parts.

3. Describe how castings are made.

4. Define forging.

5. Sketch and identify eight different forms (or shapes) in which
metals can he purchased.

6. Define welding.

7. Describe a lathe.

8. Identify the tool used to form a counterbored hole.

9. Identify the tool used to countersink a hole.

10. Describe a milling machine.





Student:

High School:

Vocational Center:

PROFICIENCY REPORT
for

Vocational Course

Date Training Initiated:
First Year Completed:
Second Year Initiated:
Second Year Completed:

Instructor:

DIRECTIONS: The purpose of the proficiency report is'to communicate to the
student, other instructors, or potential employers the abilities that a
student has demonstrated to the ifistructor in vocational training. Mark
each task as soon as poseible after instruction or skills demonstration.
If instructidn is not aimed at task proficiency, or if only an orientation
or introduction to the task was provided, DO NOT mark a proficiency level
or mark Level O. Levels 1-4 indicate that instruction was given and the
proficiency may be interpreted as follows:

Level 0 No skill level demonstrated; proficiency training not
given in the skill.

Level 1 Individual's skill level is not what is generally expected
for entry level employment.

Level 2 Indivldual's skill level probably is what is generally expected
for entry level employment, but the individual probably will
need close on-therjob supervision for a while longer.

-- Level 3 Individualls skill level is what is generally expected for
entry level employment.

Level 4 Individual's skill level is equal to that of a worker with
soma on-the-job experience.

For further description of the levels of proficiency, see the "Proficiency
Report" section of the Policies and ProceduTes Guide for Articulation Between
The School District of Greenville County and Greenville Technical College.



Student:

PROFICIENCY REPORT

DRAFTING I 14
.

o
m +A V

4-1 0 - C9 +A U
o V 7 d

1.-i 14 Awl14 401 00000 M*0+AO > > > > > O ID AA14000000 0 ==
C14 -3 A4 1-1 A 0 I-I 1.4

MOD= 1.0 CLASSROOM SAFETY
MODULE 2.0 BASIC MATH REVIEW

2.01 ,Fractions
.

2.02, Decimals
2.03 Volumes
2.04 Areas
2.05 Metric System I A ,

2.06 Angular Measurement
,

MODULE 3.0 DRAFTING I
,

3.01 Introduction to Drafting
3.02 Use and Care of Instruments
3.0207 Reads and Uses Different Drafting Scales
3.03 Clean Drafting Idstruments/Equipment

,

3.04 Applying the Alphabet of Lines
,

3.05 Lettering,.Freehand
3.06 Lettering with Mechanical Devices

.

1.07 Use of Drafting Machiene

,

3.08 Geometrical Constructions
. ,

3.09 Sketching and Shape Description
3.10 Multiview (Othographic) Projections

, .

3.11 Principles of Diazo Reproduction Process
3.12 Make Diazo Copies of Original Drawings .
3.13 Dimensioning
3.14 Shop Processes - Machining_
3.15 Applying Tolerances

,

MODULE 4.0 DRAFTING t - ,
4.01 Section Views

,

4.02 Auxiliary Views
I /

4.03 Revolutions
.

I I

4.04 Threads and Fasteners
4.05 Axonometric Pictorial Drawings
4,06 Oblique Pictorial Drawings

.

4.07 PerspeCtive Pictorial Drawings
4.08 Parallel Line Development,
4.09 Radial Line Development
4.10 Intersections

,

MODULE 5.0 DRAFTING I
, ,

5.01 Working Drawings
1 r I 111,

DRAFTING I PORTFOLIO OF DRAWINGS (SEE RECOMMENDATIONS) r.
OPTIONAL TASK Cans

,

OPTIONAL TASK Gears -

OPTIONAL TASK Pipe Drawing
,

OPTIONAL TASK_Render Design Using Ink . _ ___ __

For vertical articulation, emphasis should begin with Task 3.04

Consents:

1 5
Instructor's Signature:
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TEXTBOOK REFERENCES

SECONDARY LEVEL

French, Thomas E., Svensen, Carl L.; Helsel, Jay D.; and Urbanick,
Byron. Mechanical Drawing, 8th edition, New York: McGraw-Hill
Company, 1974.

-

French, Thomas E., and Svensen, Carl L. Mechanical Drawing, 7th edition,
New York: McGraw-Hill Company, 1966.

Giesecke, Fredick E.; Mitchell, Alva; Spencer, Henry Cecil; and Hill,
Ivan Leroy. Technical Drawinii, 6th edition, New York: MacMillan

Publishing Co., Inc., 1974.

Jensen, C. H. Engineering Drawing and Design, New York: McGraw-Hill

Company Canada Limited, 1968. (Reference for drawing)

Spencer, Henry Cecil, and Dygdon, John Thomas. Basic Technical Drawing,
New York: MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1974 and 1980 editions.

Al
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REFERENCES

A State Articulated Instructional Objectives Guide for Occupational
Education Programa (State Pilot Model): Drafting (Graphic Communications),
Kenansville, NC: Janes Sprunt Institute (Joint research project ,

sponsored by North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction
and the North Carolina State Department of Community Colleges),
1978.

Articulation Agreement for Drafting/Engineering Graphics Technology,
Bennettsville, South Carolina: Marlboro Vocational School/
Chesterfield-Marlboro Technical College, 1979.

Curriculum Articulation: Engineering Graphics Technology, Florence, SC:
,Florence-Darlington Technical College, 1980.

Curriculum Guide for Drafting, Baltimore, MD: Baltimore City Public

Schools (Vocational Education Area), 1975.

Curriculum Guide for High School General-Mathematics, reenville, SC:

The School District of Greenville County, 1929.

c ,

Curriculum Guide for Trades and Industries Drafting and Design Technology
Programs, Columbia, SC: "Office of Vocational Education, South ,

Carolina State Department of Education, 1970.

Dicfionary of Occupational Titles, 4th edition, Washington, DC:.U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1977.

Engineering Graphics Technology Articulation; Greenville, SC: Greenville
Technical College., 1978.

Engineering TechnologT Division, 1978-1980, (Catalog), Greenville, SC:
Greenville Technical College, 1978.

High School Credit Courses for The School District of Greenville County,
Greenville, SC: Instructional Services, The School District of 4

Greenville County, 1980.

Outline of High School Credit Courses, Accreditation and Educational
Improvement Section of the South Carolina State Department of
Education, Columbia, SC: South Carolina State Department of
Education, 1980.

Schurter, William J.; Geary, James M.; Seger, Craig A.; and Veverka,
Paul A. Architectural Drafter; A catalog of performance objectives,
performance guides, tools and equipment, College Park, MD: University

of Maryland, Department of Industrial Education, 1979.
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RECENTLY ACQUIR SOURCES

The following references have been recently acquired and are available

from the Articulation Coordinator. They will be,available in The School

District of Greenville County Professional Library at the end of the

articulation project.

Mechanical Drafter is relevant to Drafting I as well as to the Mechanical

. Drafting option of Drafting II, secondary level. In addition, the

materials contain math review instruction, suggestions, and sample

measures.

Grimes, L. A., Jr. Architectural Draftsman, Student's Guide, Austin,

TX: Instructional Materials Center, Division of Continuing Education,

The University of Texas at Austin, 1975.

-Grimes, L. A., Jr. Architectural Draftsman, Coordinator's Guide, Austin,

TX: Instructional Materials Center, Division of Continuing Education,

The University of Texas at Austin, 1975.

Grimes, L. A., Jr. Assignment Testa for Students and Worksheets for
Coordinating Job Experience and Related Instruction Using Arch-

itectural Draftsman, Austin, TX: Instructional Materials Center,
Division of Continuing Education, The University of Texas at

Austin, 1975.

Grimes, L. A., Jr. Mechincal Drafter, Student's Guide, Austin, TX:
Instructional Materials Center, Division of Continuing Education,

The University of Texas at Austin, 1975. (Good reference infor-

mation for Drafting I as well as for the Mechanical option in

Drafting II)

Grimes, L. A., Jr. Mechanical Drafter, Coordinator's Guide, Austin,

TX: Instructional Materials Center, Division of Continuing
Education, The University of Texas at Auatin, 1975.

Grimes, L. A., Jr. Assignment Tests for Students and Worksheets
for Coordinating Job Experience and Related Instruction
Using Mechanical Drafter, Austin, TX: Instruction Materials

Center, Divison of Continuing Education, The University of

Texas at Austin, 1975.
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OVEVIEW

In order for the graduates of the vocational high school drafting,

programs to enter the Engineering Graphics Technology progrme at Greenville IP

College at an advanced level, course objectives, an Employability

Profile, and articulition'procedures have been developed.

The concept sheets have beSit'delieloped jointly by the instructors tm

the vocational high schools of Greenville County and the department head,

dtrision chairmen and members of the Educationnl Development Team et Greenville

Technical College. Their purpose is to help insure uniformity of objectives

to be covered at either schoolyr college.

The Student's Employability Profile shows the major mechanical draft-

ing units plus a further breakdown of competencies that cin be used by an

,rnstructor to keep a running account of a student's progress.- The completed

form supplied by the vocations/ school instructor will be used along with

other data to help determine at what level the student eay enter the Engineer-

ing Graphics Department at Greenville Technical College: The same form

will be used at Greenville Technical College and the additional'tasks and

competencies will be checked as they are reached.

When the student leaves GTEC, the completed form may be used by an

employer as a guide with referenceto his technical skills accomplishments

and also se an indication of his attitudes, behavior, and work habits.

The sajor'units and competencies listed in the Employability Profile

cover Reny specialised fields df drafting so that it is highly unlikely that-

any one student will cover them all even though he completes two years at a

vocational school and two years at Greenville Technical College.

1
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The following courses will be considered for exemption:'.

Couise Title Course %Aber

Engineering Graphics I
Engineering Graphics II
Engineering Graphics /II

,

Related Drafting Courses

Engineering Drawing I
Engineering Drawing II

%b.
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EGT 111
EGT 121
EGT 131

EGT 112
EGT 122



PLOW CHART OP ARTICULATION STUD:NTS - ROT

0

STUDENT

'Decides to go to GTEC
'Informs counselor or
instructs";
°Assembls portfolio of
drawings far interview
with department head

411MMI1111

TIONAL czwrER

COUNSELOR ,

'Notifies voca-
tional instructor
of students place
mut and progress

GTEC =NU=

'Arranges meetings
between studemt
and technical
division. chairman
and department
heeds
°Nikes arrangements
for student to take
Rath and .English
placement test
'Evaluates placement
test
'Contacts student
for interview

1111111

--4

'Contacts GTEC
Technical divi-

tionacron

'Provides: Recom-
mendations for
advanced place-
ment and employ-
ability profile -
sands to GTEC
EGT departmedt
head

sian counselor
to arrange appoint-
ment for students
personal visit.'

MEC DIVISION
=INMAN

°Meets with student
to discuss programs
°Arranges tour of
drafting labs

STUDENT

*Goes to computer
easter
°Pays fees at Business
Office
'Attends Clads

'Quarter Completed I

3

411111 011,

BGT DEPAIMENT HEAD

'Meets with student to discuss
EGT Program
'Interviews student
'Review: Recommendations
employability profile, portfolio
and placement test to builds
students schedule

'Notifies vocatioqal center
counselor of students placement

'Re-evaluates stadent five weeks
into quarter - student advised
as. to progress

'Notifies vocational center
counselor of student progress
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ART/CULATION EVALUATION PROCEDURE

Students. who graduate fron any-Greenville area vocational centers'.

drafting program nay be permitted to exempt one, two, or three quarters

of engineering graphics from thelingiteering Graphics curriculum or one

quarter of eagiadaring driving from the Architectural lagineoriag Tech-

nology curriculum at GrionVilie Technical College.

The following steps should be taRe by vocational school students who,

plan to apply for exemption from engineering grephice or engineering

drAwing courses.

1. Dy the middle of your senior year ask your instructor or counselor to
contact the Technical Division counselor at GTEC and set up an appoint-
ment for you to,mmke a pecsOnal visit.

2. AZMOVIIMMt8 will bwmade by the GTIC counselor for you to meet the
Technical Division.chairman, the department heads and to visit the
drafting labs while classes are in eession.

3. Your counselor can make arrangements for you to take the place:mot
test adeinistered by GTEC either at yomr school or at CTEC.

4. The GM technical division counselor will aVdluata your test and con-
tact yea to arrsmge for am interview.

5. Providing that yom have met the general entrance requirements you vill
need a recommeadation from your instructor for advanced placement.
(This will be sent directly to the department head).

6. You will need an Employability Profile. (This will be,'7,eent directly to
the department heed by your instructor).

7. You will need a portfolio of your drawings either originals or prints.
(Bring this with you whom you are called for an interview with the GTEC
depertmest head).

4.
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GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

O ENGINEERING GRAPHICS DEPT.
P. 0. BOX 5616 STA. "B"
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29606
TELEPHONE, 242-3170 EXT. 253

EMPLOYABILITY. PRC ::" LE

0 c cupatio Drafting_

S1CLI:LS PROFICIENCY RATING

NAME.
Last., First

ADDRESS

TOWN, STATE, ZIP

E VALUATM4-

PHONE

TITLE DATE

RATING LEVELS: 1. Instruction Not Received 3. Satisfacto ry
2. Needs More Instruction 4. Outstanding

1 2
40IC TECTINLOSTICS

Use ig car* of instruments it materials
Atchabet of lines Br

AWARD 111411u111-

IIECAUCT RIC CONSTRUCTIONS
Basic constructions

LTIV/EW DRAWLNGS
0 rthosranhip IIrtliseion
MA tar Awe&

rimarmunsimita

Rules

RTECLTIO DULENSIO
Standard fits 401imits
Tritarime-a_

1
1

I I II 1

rull'snd halt mectioa. ot or sections
Primary anti daub& suzilinsir views
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1 4

i ASTENERS
..SpecilIcation and representation

Kinds and classifications of threads
Springs ,

WELDING .

Standards and symbol:
Application

PRODUCTION DRAWING IJ
.

As-sembly and detail I

Layout and desiim

1111
Bills of MateriAls, standard notes

\ Revisions and related forms
4-

Detailed assembly
,

DETAILED DRAWING - SPECIALIZED ...-

Casting and pattern
Machine
Stamping
Weldin ,. ,

Explo ed view

FICTO-RIAL DRAWING ,

IsornotAc
Obli-trojectionPersve

7EC14NIOUES IN INK
Line work
Letterin.

SKETCHING REPRODUCTION
rints

Septa
Other

ftELATED INFORMATICIN
Time cards and clock71117...
Drawing no. and part no. rsystem

,

REFERENCES
Machinery's Handbook

_

Architectural an oo
Industrial cata ogs

6 17:2



ASIC MATH INCLUDING METRIC SYSTEM
iractions and decimals
Volumes and ariris
Weights
13asic sUde ruIe

PEC1ArpROJECTS (LIVE- WORM
MchanicaI
Electrical
Construction
Architectural
Graph. & Charts

GEARS AND CAMSNorrieres
Introduction to formulae ratios
Bearings

,

OTHER DRAFTING AREAS-
Architectural ,

Structural
Plumbin, , heating and air conditioning

ectr ca an ctro c
lap a oo r p4 a

PRECISION DIMENSIONING-
Positional and form tolerances true position
Maximum Mate a
'umerical control

APPLYING FOR A JOB
Appearance
Attitude and feelin
Filling out application_s,
Resume
What not to do .

e erences
Interv ew ' ow 'ow



7

ATTITUDES, BEHAVIOR, AND WORK TRAITS

EVALUATtON: Please draw circle around numbers that are most appropriate.

RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS CONCENTRATION
1. Unable to determine at this time 1. Unable to apply self to job at hand
2. Has difficulty with others 2. Concentration fluctuates
3. Gets along satisfactorily 3. Satisfactory concentration level
4. Exceptionally well accepted 4. Highly satisfactory

COOPERATION ADAPTABILITY TO NFW SOB TASKS
I. Unable to determine at this time 1 Cannot adjust to new assignment
2. Generally not cooperative Has difficulty adjusting
J. Generally cooperative 3 Adjusts adequately
4. EX ceptioOA lly cooperative 4. Adjusts well ta new aseignments

COURTESY MOTIVATION IN OCCUPATIONAL AREA
1. Unable to determine at this time 1 . Unable to determine at this time
2. Poor attitudes, needs improvement ' 2. Lacks motivation
3. Generally courteous 3. Average interest and application
4. Exceptionally courteous and considerate 4. Highly motivated

DEPENDABILITY ADAPTABILITY
Unable to determine at this time

2. Needs constant follow-up
3. Generally accepts responsibility
4. Exceptionally reliable

INITIATIVE

1. Unable to determine at this time
2. Has difficulty in adapting
3. Usually accepts change
4. Self reliant, imaginative

DEXTERITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THEl Unable to determine at this time OCCUPATION
2. Never initiates action 1. Unable to determine at this time '
3. Seldom needs prodding 2. Prognosis for success is poor
4. Exceptionally good "sell starter" 3. Is well suited. Shows potential

4. Highly suited to needs of occupation
DGM ENT

1. Unable to determine at this time CRAFTSMANSHIP AND SKILLS
Z. Often uses poor judgment 1. Unable to determine at this time
3. Usually makes the right decision Z. Substandard work
4. Above average in making decisions 3. Average performance

4. High standards of performance
SELF CONTROL
1. Unable to determine at this time EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTION
Z. Tends to be excitable 1. Unable to determinei at this time
3. Well balanced 2. Often waste time and effort
4. Exceptionally well balanced 3. Makes effort to work effectively

4. 'A steady and productive worker

8
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SAFETY
I. Unable to determine at this time
2. Lacks genuine concern foesafety
3. Satisfactory practice of safety
4. High regard for safety requirements

WRITTEN PERFORMANCE
1. Unable to determine at this time
Z. Work is selforn good

Work is generally good
4. Work is consistently good

TOLER.ANCE

1. Capnot tolerate manylobstacles
Z. Has difficulty with obstacles
3. Generally sticks to job
4. Sticks to job in face of obstacles

CONSISTENCY OF WORK BEHAVIOR
1. Very unstable work behavior
Z. Generally more erratic than not
3. Showed moderately steady work behavior
4. Showed steady work behavior

n,
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TUITION SCHOLAMMEMP

Grow/Ills Technical Collage /almond to offer tuition 'Choler-

ships in each:of the Articulation Grant programs: Machine Tool"Tech-
e'

'salsa, Industrial Ilectricity. and Engineer/Rs. Graphic. TechnOlogy.

Theee schelarehipe were suggested at an Artienlailon Grant Advieory

CCamitteseediting 'sad hardily approved bPhe Greenville Technical

College edministration., It-is hoped their inception will stimulate
,

interest in coniinuing CUality education and training in these fields.

, The DoneigeOn Moores, and Poothills Vocational Centers will

sack select their most outstanding and/or worthy student Ln their

drafting, electricity, and machine shop programs. Weds Mampton Ugh

'School will select a student from their electricity Program. The

three scholatehip,students from each center will receive one quarter

of txition free study at 'Greenville Technical College. After their

first quarter, each student may receive an extension for another

quarter based upon review 'and-approval by his or her instrtictors and

department head.

After the selection of the students by their instructors, the

directer or principal.of each school thould send a copy of all,the

mamas to the heads of the Industrial and Technical Divisions, Mr.

lemma and Mt. Les Ceram'''. This is necessary to insure the tuition

wives be available whom the student begins.

17ti
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GUIDANCE INFORMATION rqmo

This form vas designed to supply feedback toleidamen cOunseiors,

lastructors, and administrators. It will be eget by this Greenville

Techmical College department involved to the locations' canter each

time there is a horizontal line of asterisks. The Lafornstion an the

form vill eupply data to evaluate our effectiveness and suggest -

contionation or change La our procedures.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

rr rs arm= IMPORTANT THAT TIE STUDENT OR HIS/UR PARM rr THE

0 groom rs UNDER Is sums TIE PERMISSION SLADE dm ras unic or ris FORM.

rr DOULD SUILLEGAL TO DIERMINATZ THIS INFORMATION FROM GREENVILLE

TICINICAL COLLEGE WITHOUT TIE PROPER SIGNATURE.

1 '77



INGINIZRING MIMICS

.
Anicui:Anow STUDENT'S P SINEW

U.

Tour student, fro

rocatiaaal Center has exempted ECT _____, ____, ____, and may - .

(coaditionally, socasditiosally) unroll in INT (quarter _).

li

This plasemest ems based en
., __portfolio

w j,,...s%

employability profile filled out.by

v
li

,

, vocational instructor's reoommesdation

Date Of evaluation , .2

1

,

. , c
,

S.* a to to a -11 *4 a * IC*

-,
'Tbe stud:at et mid-term bir beau re-evaluated and is

___jsessessias satisfactorily ,
,

mosm4 back to level of oempostlece °gay be,able to finish
go-
**

qmaxeir's work, meyjkimmts talk Isdollaste)

`: ..

:,.. Stuart's sigmas:mu - InstructerVasissature i
8

a...
. * * * * A * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ...I

: 1
.

The tudent at tbe sod of tbe first quarter of work

sescasefelly completed DOT (grade ) on (date).

incouplatsamreceived
dropped out before tbs emd of the quarter

a
1

0

be
12

asmse of: * ,
a

. . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . * . VI

g

#.4
. Mb

i
Studesit's tatus at ths emd of tbs first year of work - ti

I

Date

.4

OS
.41

04

040

12
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AITICULATED DRAFTING UNITS

FIRST QUARTIIR

1. Instrument Drawing (One View)

2. Letteri

ric Construction

4. Sketching and Shape Description

5. Dimensioning

6. Reproduction and Control of Drawing

7. NUltiview Projection

SECOND QUARTER

S. Section Views

9. Auxiliary Views

10. Revolutions

11. Screw Threads and Fasteners

12. Isometric Drawings

13. Oblique Drawings

14. Intersections and Dowelopnenis

THIRD WARM

15. Shop Processes

16. Working Drawings

13

v
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111EGT kll

COURSE

CONCEPT/PRININDONCE'

ENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

CONDITIONS CRITERIA

Instrxement Drawing (One View)

1.1 Demonstrate the use of draft-
ing instruments

1.2 Do the assigned one view drafting
. problems

if
1.3 Letter the necessary notes on the

drawing and in the title block

2.0 Lettering

1.1 Perform legible lettering exer- '

cises (letters, numbers, fractions
symbols)

2.2 Perform lettering exercises of
words, sentences, and paragraphs.

1St)

Given a drafting assignment to do on
the drafting board where instruments
and other basic drafting equipment is
necessary

Drawingrwill be drawn to scale using
the proper pencils on the assigned
sheet size and title block layout.
Drawing will be centered on the sheet..

Use the proper pencil to get dark, sharp
lettering

Drafting standards and handout examples
will bk_ ed. Proper number of
strokes and direction of stroke must be
used.

To the instructors' satisfaCtion

ANSI Standards will be used to the
instructors' satisfaction

It muSt be dark enough to make a good
readeble reproduction

Lettering must be easy to read,
reproducible =cleat more than a 5
variation away from verticle. Spacing
between letters must have equal area'
within a 5% variation. Spacing
'between sentences must be uniform)
using two letter heights as the
optimum. .

181
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crin
IF COURSE

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

CONCEPT RIM1401111ANCI COMHT IONS

3.0 Geometric Construction

.3.1 Bisect lines, angles and const
figures.

3.2 Draw regular polygons.

3.3 Draw tangents to arcs, lines
and circles.

3.4 Make drawings that show the above
techniques applied.

1 8,,

Use drafting instruments as required
to do the problems on the handout
sheet or as assigned by instructor:

Same as above.

Sane as above.

Complete one view drawings with points
of tangency indicated.

Bisected lines must measure within a
Werance of 1/64". Angles must be
within 1/2 constrpcted figures must
be to instructors' satisfaction.

To instructors' satisfaction.
5.P

Arcs anilines must be tangents to theI
instructors''satisfaction.

To instructors' satisfaction.

180



fiT 111

coma
NVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

CONCEIPMERNORWAICE
1

CONDITIONS

-

,

On paper using drafting instruments

Hake 3 view drawings and label on each
view,length, wldihrand/or depth as
spproprlate.

.

Use the problems assigned in the text
land do them on the grid paper provided,

.
,

Problems assigned in text shows 2 views
on grid paper, the third one is to be
added.

,

. .

3 view problems aro given with missing
lines.

CRITERIA

100%

100% .

All three views must be'shown to
scale in their proper positions.

.

The 2 views as shown plus the 3rd view
must be shown in iis proper position
to scale with all necessary lines.

All lines must be added before assigr .
ment is complete.

1 8 3

.
.

4.0

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

Sketching and Shape Description

Illustrate the six principle views
used in describing the shape of
an object graphically.

Illustrate the three principles
dimensions.

Convert an isometric picture draw-
ing on grid paper to three view
sketches on grid paper.

Sketch 3 views of assigned objects
on grie paper.

Add missing lines to complete the
shape description of objects.

,

1 8 .i
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EGT III
,

c....k
111M114

GREENVILLE TECINICAL COLLEGE

cancrernireamact ITICE4S

5.0 Dimensioning

5.1 Demonstrate an understanding of
how and where shape dimensions are
placed on a drawing.

$.2 Demonstrate an understanding of
bow and where size dimensions are
placed an a drawing.

5.3 Demonstrate ability to coupletely
define a part by selecting the
views necessary to completely and
correctly dimension it.

6.0 Reproduction end Control of Drawing

6.1 Demonstrate an understanding of a
drawing identification system.

6.2 Demonstrate the ability to make a
diazo print from a tracing.

6.3 Demonstrate an understanding of
the preparation and use of brown-
line drawings.

'Problems will be given which show
=dimensioned views of a part. Me
student will measure.the shape and place
the dimensions on the view.

Same as above,_except that some addi-
tional inforeation may be partially
given i.e., thread class.

pRoth textbook problems and layout draw-
ings will be used. The student must
prepare the drawings and dimension them
using drafting instruments.

He will provide drawing and/or part
number identification for a set of
detail and assy drawings (See Para 5.2
4 5.3).

Given a tracing, he will properly and
safely operate a diazo print machine.

He will prepare a brownline of a tracing
using similar technique Is 6.2 above.

CRITERIA

TO the satisfaction of the instructor.

.The same as above,'

To the satikfaction of the instrUctor;
ANSI Y14 will serve as a standard for
dimensioning practices. (Emphasis

will be placed on linework, lettering,
proper placement of dimensions, and
choice of optimum isethod' of dimension-

ing.)

oiDrawing numbers must be chosen so as t
avoid duplication, to the satisfaction
of the instructor.

To instructor's satisfaction usinc
both villum andloolyestor bass drawings

Ditto
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COME

COICEPTIPMINIMANCE

ENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

7.0 Ialltiview Projections

7.1. Wm. 3 view sketches.

7.2 Do the assigned Missing View
Problems.

7.3 Do the assigned Missing Line
Problmas.

I s

CONDITIONS

To be made on 8 1/2 X 11 cross section
paper from Isometric Sketching Problems
on handouts or the ones in the text-
book.

Given: 2 orthographic views to copy
on cross section paper and the third_
view.

Given: 3 orthographic views with lines
missing--Lines to be sketched in. May
be either on a handout sheet or
problems in the textbook.

,C81TERIA

All three principal views must be in
their proper positions and sketching
must be to the instructors' satisfac-
tion

Same es above.

All lines must be shown.

1 'h



Ear 121
SIP

coumst
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

CONCEPTRIMMICIIIIMICI alIDITIONS

8.0 Section Views

8.1 Demonstrate a proficiency in the
correct terminology relating to
sectioiCviews.

8.2 Make section drawings of cylin-,
drical shapod oblects.

8.3 Wake section drawings of irregula .

shaped objects.

8.4 Rake section,drawings showing-
revolved sections and'broken-
out sections.

\\

1 90

Written

Apply good standard sectioning prin-
ciples to simple cylindrital shaped
objects. Drawings will consist of
one circular view and a full orotalf'
section as assigned by instructer. ,

Same conditions as above.

Problems will be assigned from text=
book or handouts.

A

CRITERIA

Pass as a written test.

Problems will be drawn until they
show clearly to the instructor's
satisfaction that the principles of
sectioning are being applied in a
neat and orderly manner.

Problems' will be assigned until they
are done to instructor's satisfaction.

To instructor's satisfaction.

191



aI21
COURSE

1111NVILLE TICMICAL COLLEGE

CONCEPT/PROMORNANCE CONDITIONS CRITERIA

-

9.0 Auxiliary Views

9.1 Demonstrate a proficiency in the
use of correct terminology relat-
ing to auxiliary views.

9.2 Construct primary auxiliary view
of objects with symmetrical planes

9.3 Construct auxiliary,view of obje
that have asymetrical planes.

...

9.4 Construct auxiliarfrviews of
objects with curved surfaces.

//,
,

1 94

,

Written

Problems showing orthographic views of
ob)ects will be given from which the
auxiliary view will be-drawn.

Textbook problems or handout sheets will
be provided:

,

Problems td be assigned.

L

.

,

- 1

Make a.passing grade on a written test

.

To the instructollc satisfaction.

To the instructor's satisfaction.

Same as above.

------37

1 9 ;
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EGT 121

COURSE

GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

CONCEPT/POIROMNINCE CONDITIONS, CRITERIA

10.0 Revolutions
.

v

10.1 Construct a"three view drawing o. Given a 3-view drawing and direction 100 correct projection methods 1.01
, an objectwith a revolution of

the given front view about an
axis perpendicular to the frontal
plane.

and/or degree of revolution, accuracy answers line quality.

10.2 Sane as above except revolve the 11 11

. right view about an axis perpen-
dicular to profile plane.

,..

10.3 Same as above with top view
revolved about axis perpendicular
to horizontal plane.

11 11

10.4 Successive revolution ,1

10.5 Revolve aelpoint about a normal Given axis, point and degrees of 1. To 1.01 accuracy
axis. revolution. 2. Answers, line quality

3. And example ,

f
10.6 Revolve a point about an il, l

. inclined axis.

c.

10.7 Revolve a point- about an
oblique axis.

ill 1,

10.8 Revolve a line about as normal,
inclined or oblique 'xis. -.-

Given axis, line and degrees or
position criteria for revolved line

1. To 1.01 accuracy
2. To answer standard of line.
3. By example
4. Using revolution 11 auxiliar vis

nothods as required.

_ 1 9 .

1 9 5
mmillomm....



E21
COWIE

EENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

COMPTORINIIINANCE CONDFTIONS CRITERIA
.

11.0 Screw Threads 4 Fasteners

11.1 Demonstrate knowledge concerning
terminology used with screws,
bolts, nuts, threats, and fas-
teners.

11.2 Nike drawings that show simpli-
fled, Schematic and detailed
threads complete with notes and
dimensions.

11.3 Nike drawings that show square
head and hex head bolts and nuts
assembled. Complete with notes,
spd dimensions.

,

Written
1

Problems as assigned by instructor.

Problems assigned by instructor.

.

,

Make a passing grade on a written
and/or performance test.

To instructor's satisfaction.

To instructor's satisfaction.

k

1 9 "I
I
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COURSE

GREENV I L LE TECHN I CAL COL Lgce

amcwitrommisemet

12.0 Isometric Drawing

12.1 Draw an isometric drawing of a
cube.

12.2 Draw ellipse in face of cube
template.

12.3 Draw llipse La each face,of cub.
using approximate four-center
llipse method.

OF

12.4 Draw an isometric view of object
that has inclined planes and
angles.

12.5 Draw an isometric of an object
that has an irregular curved
surface.

12.6 Draw and dimension completely an
isometric view of an object
having ingles and circles.

193

COND IT IONS CRITERIA

Given cube size and instruction to use
principles of isometric construction.

Given cube size and circle size.

Given cube size and circle size.

Given object in 3-view, oblique or
physically.

Given object, 3-view drawing or
pictorial.

Giv"en object or pictorial of object.

re"

To instructor line quality and
accuracy standards &Iasi lines and
+.01 accuracy to isometric form,,

11

11

11

1 9 .1
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COURSE

411ENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

IiMir 4/11147101
coMMT/POMONMIONCE CONDITIONS CRITERIA

13.0

13.1

13.2

13.3

1 ,1

14.1

14.2

14.3

,

Oblique Drawing

Dra6 an oblique view,of a cube
using oblique pictorial mgOod.

Draw oblique view of object
having angles and inclined
surfaces.

Drew oblique view of object
having circularTplanes or .

features.
.

intersection and Developuents

Construct prism and cylinders
by parallel line development.

Construct pyramids and cones by
radial line developments.

.

,

Construct transition pieces by
triangulation.

,

21)0

.

Given size of cube and angle of sight,
percent of depth.protection and viewing
direction (cabinet, cavalier, etc.)

,

Given object, 3-view of object or
pictorial of object. ,

r -

, '

u .

-- .

.

Assigned probleis to be done on the
drafting board using standard drafting
techniques.

Assigned problems to be done on the
drafting board using standard drafting
techniques.

Same as above.

)

Ansi line quality +.01 accuracy._
to oblique form.

,

.

'to

u

.

.

To the instructors' satisfaction

/

When cut out and folded or rolled they
must form into the intended shape.

.

-Pieces must join together to for the
intended shape when cut outrolled,
folded and stuck together.

,

goc
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COURSE

JIIINWILLE TECHNICAL COLLECT

CONCEPTMNININHINCE CONDITHWIS

15.0 Shop Processes

15.1 Make working drawings ofAchine
parts

15.2 Nike working drawings of fabri-
cated parts

Take a tnst on eerminology
relating \to shop processes

Parts are tO be machined from castings.
Correct terminology must be shown in the
notes and specifications.

Parts are to be shown assembled by
welding.

Written test to cover terms, notes,
machine tools, manufacturing processes,
klimensioning, techniques and applica-

vzs,tions, etc.

CRITERIA

To the instructors' satisfaction

To tho instructors satisfaction

In )

4



CObiSE
4111=REENIVIM TICHM.CM AILIEGE

COICEPT atlIPOMMIC,E cale rr1

16.0 Working Drawings

16.1 Demonstrates an understanding o
a detail part drawing

16.2 Demonstrate an understanding of
assembly drawings and the rela-
tionship that detail and assembly
drawings have to each other.

16.3 Advanced student work:
Dem3nstrate,an understanding of
the responsibilities of a layout
draftsman,

204

(
CRITERIA

The student )4411 prepare part drawings Each drawing must include all inform
from problems assigned by the instructora. tion necessary to properly fabricate

the parts to the satisfaction of the
instructor.

Problems will be given in either of two
formats:

a) Exploded pictorial drawings with
dimensions and materials noted

b) Crots sectioned assembly layout
drawings with design parameters
defined.

The advanced students will be appointed
as job leaders and will be assigned one
br more detail draftsmen. The job

will'prepare a layout of a more
complicated device from a problem-
assigned by the instructor. When the
layout is complete, he will assign
detail drawings to the draftsmen and
supervise their work.

The student musl- determine which part
require detail p.,:rt drawings, and the
must prepare these drawings as.ndted
above. He then must prepare all
necessary sub-assembly and assembly
drawings wbich will include a listing
of parts in family-tree order.

The layout will be completed to the_
satisfaction of the instructor, and
will inclUde a sequenced assembly
procedure. The 'responiibility for
handing in a complete drawing pacKage
will be on the job leader. (The job
leader will Check all detail and
assembly drawings for completeness an
correctness.

205



ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The overall accomplishment of the Occupational Education Program Articulation

Project was the development of comprehensive articulation policies and p ocedures

in three instructional areas common to Greenville Technical \College and he

Greenville County School System. The areas were Machine Tool Technology-Machine

Shop, Engineering Graphics Technology-Drafting, and Industrial Electricity-

Elect.ricity.

The attainment of theAirticulation poNxies and procedures was facilitated by the

following:

Statement of compatible and sequential behavioral objectives
by both secondary and post-secondary instructors

1

Adjustment of classroom evmluation techniques to conform to
a competency-based placement program

Broadening of counselor information and skills in dhe imple-
mentation of articulation procedures

'The Articulation Project was funded for FY-76 and a three month extension (July 1-

September 30, 1976).

The status of the grant activities,is explained in the following narrative.

Specific performance objectives were developed for three occupational training pro-

grams to replace credit and clock-hour requirements. (Included in the appendices

of this report are Program Articulation'Booklets which contain copies of performance

objectives.) The objectives for dhe Machine Tool Technology program were specified

#1, through the South Carolina State Department of Education Career Cluster Project.

1 206



Thi Career Cluster Project provides objectives, materials, and evaluation mvthods

whose usage is required of the area vocational centers. Vocational center and

Greenville TEC instructors specified performance objectives fo the IndustriSil .

k

Electricity and Engineering Graphics Technology Programs.

Procedures were adopted to allow advanced placement of vocational center students

in post-secondary programs. Following the specification of program objectives,

instruments toren! student skills were constructed. The Engineering Graphics

Technology program will be using a "Skills Proficiency Rating Form" and the Machine

Tool Technology Program will use a "Machine Shop Transcript Evaluation Form." Each

of the three programs uses a placement exam. (The Industrial Electricity Program

uses a competency exam exclusively to determine advanced placement.)

Effective advanced placement is a bilateral decision. The institution must determine

a student's compentencies and prescribe appropriate,instruction. The student must

also feel confident of his abilities and of the placement. Students have the option-

of requesting lower program placement. Counselors encourage students, however, not

to choose an entry level lower than the one prescribed.

The vocational centers and Greenville TEC programs utilize advisory committees to

ensure instructional compatibility with industrial reality. These committees advise

an the specification of curricula, selection of equipment and instruction of new

methodologies. The T_Tmittees also make certain that training practices are commen-

surate to industrial neds.

Special Articulation Project Committees were established early in the project funding

period. Committee membership was composed of counselors, instructors, program,

4. administrators, community representatives, and project staff. The varied membership



provided effective constructive criticism of project activities and commitment to

the implasentation of the project.

Program Completion Requirements were based on graduation standards established by

the State Board for Comprehensive and Technical Education and skills levels demanded

hy employers. The principal goal of the technical college and the vocational

centers is to provide opportunities for ild.ividuals to enter the labor market with

maximum skills.

An integral function of the articulation process was the regularly scheduled meetings

of technical college and vocational school instructors. Instructors wefe able to

discuss common goals and frustrations, share teaching methodologies, and become

generally more informed about each other's programs.

40 MAJOR ACTIVIT/ES AND EVENTS

The major activities and events of dhe project are described helow.

Tuition Scholarships --Greenville TEC established a tuition scholarship for the three

departments of each vocational center involved in the project. The ten scholarships

are awarded each June and provide one quarter of free tuition. The scholarships are

renewable for one quarter after the student's work is satisfactorily reviewed by his

college department faculty.

Guidance Information Form--This form was developed to provide feedback to the College

and vocational center counselors on the progress of articulated students.

Teacher Visitations --Instructors in the drafting and engineering graphics progr

exchanged teaching positions for one day. This exchange facilitated understanding

3 2 00



of the particular instructional needs of each program level.

Counselor's Workshop --Project Staff coordinated a September workshop for Greenville

TEC and vocational center counselors. The workshop allowed counselor to "walk

through" the program. Program administrators presented synopses of the articulation

process as it applied to their instructional areas. Vocational center instructors

were given information and materials to use in advising their students.

PROBLEMS

The project was not completed within the fiscal year for which it was funded. At

the end of June, four activities remained unfinished. These activities were the

validation of the InchAstrial Electricity Articulation Test, the campletion of the

counselor training program, the establishment of a testing center to handle place-

mant exams, and the dissemination of developed materials.

The Industrial Electricity Articulation exam was validated dUring the late summer.

Test items were matched with program objectives,mid difficulty and discrimination

indices calculated for each item. A college testing center has not been established.

The lack of these facilities, hawever, has not inhibited the program. The ounselor

training workshop and procedures for dissemination of materials fre exp ined else-

where in this report.

Fall 1976, was the first quarter the articulation process had been used to place

students in instructional programs. Although comprehensive evaluation of the program

is premature, the program does appear to have the necessary mechanisms to support

efficient placement of students. The program needs to became more widely accepted,

illbut this acceptance will be a function of time as the participants became more

4



comfaftable with the process.

wo

PUBLICITY ACTIVITIES

Included in the appendices are four articles which were published by the Greenville

TEC "in-house" newspaper, "Tectonics". The "Tectonics" circulation includes all

full and part-time instructors and administrators and officials of forty other

institutions throughout the country. Two newspaper articles were published to

promote the program. These articles, also included in the appendices, were announce-

ments of scholarship awards.

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

Copies of the final report and the program articulation booklets will be sent to

111 the ERIC Clearinghouse for JUnior Colleges,
(

the Center for Vocational Education

(Ohio State University), the sixteen technical colleges of South Carolina, each

vocational center in Greenville County, and the offices of the Greenville County

School System. Additional copies will be printed and made available to any

institution requesting materials.

PROGRESS ON DATA COLLECTION AND EVALUATION PLANS AND PROCEDURES

The Articulation Project was funded for one year aRly. The year was spent in the

activities of initiating the project. The grant did not provide for a formal

evaluation process, however, as the program is fully implemented it will be evaluated

through the institutional research and program auditing function of the College.

4110
This evaluation will be examining such program aspects as:

5 2



Are the levels of advanced placement appropriate for dhe
student?

What is the effect of the articulation:program on retention/
A

attrition rates?

What is the efect of the i)rogram an length of study of voca-
tional center graduates?

Haw do vocational center students dompare with non-vocational
center students on characteristics as academic'success,,job
placementl and wage levels?

What are the attitudes of vocational center and college faculty
toward the articulation protess?

Greenville TEC hopes to answer theile questions when the program enters its second

and third years. The grant funded seed activities anly and therefore, the College

deems it more valuable to assess the effectiveness of the total program rather

than the initiating aativities.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

fTliot applicable)

STAFF EMFLOYMENT AND UTILIZATION

3
(not applicable)



Appendix 2

&yowl lle Technical College

COURSE SYLLABUS

mum NUMBER EGT 111

ENGINEERING GRAPRICS I

COURSE TITLE

LECTURE HOURS 3 LAB/SHOP/CLINIC
PER WEEK

PREREQUISITES NONE

3 QUARTER CREDIT 4

HOURS PER WEEK HOURS

CATALOG COURSE DESCRIPTION

SEMESTER HOURS

This course is the'introductory course for students majoring in Engineering
Graphics and related engineering technologies. Students will learn basic
drafting skilTs, including instruments and their use, lettering, sketching,
geometric construction, orthographics, and dimensioning.

AIIRPOISE OF THE COURSE
The purpose of this course is to prOvide the 'student with basic "khow-how"
and develop drafting sO11s to the point where the student' can make good

detailed drawing howing all the views, notes, lettering, and dimemsions
necessary for a'c)omplete shape and size description of an-object.

1

REQUIRED TEXTS AND OTHER MATERIALS

Text: Technical Drawing, Giesecke et. all.

Materials: Drafting Kit

x 11 drafting paper - pad

411E;ILOPED BY W. L. Caraway

APPROVE4BY

DATE
6/16/81

DATE

21,;



ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY

Drafting Kits

EGT Kit (for EGT Div. st)udents)

61,1 Bow Compass
Triangular scale - architectural
45.g triangles
30 - 60 triangle
Eraser
Erasing shield
1 - Lead holder
1 - tube each F, 4H leads
Drafting tape 3/4" wide ,

Drafting brush
Sandpaper pad
Lettering instrument
Circle template
Fineline lead holder .3 dia. lead
Fineline lead holder .5 dia. lead
6" Flat scale

Small Kit (for all other tech. div. students)

6" Bow compass
Triangular scale - architectural
45: triangle
30' - 60' triangle
Eraser
Erasing shield
1 pencil each H, 2H, 4H
Drafting tape 3/4"
Drafting
Sandpaper pad
Circle templ te

21,3
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same titlestrip in the auwer righthand corner.

Odle of thetaper:

I

adge
of

tho

paper

--

Visible Lines
.025 to .032 wide

Hidden Lines
.020 to MS 14(10

Centerlines (also Extension,
Dimension and Section Linesl

. Als to .020 .

Title of dwg.
from textbook

Border Lines
(darkest liakon the dwg.)
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FIRST WEEK

Introduction

A. Introduction to Chapter 1

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS, TECHNOLOGY

Assignment Outline

EGT 111

6 HOURS QATE COMPLETED

Instrument Drawings

a. Study - Chapter 2

b. Introduction to Instrument Drawings

c. Draw Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 from Handout
EGT 111 - lA

Lettering

a. Study - Chapter 3

b. Introduction to Lettering

c. Begin Lettering Practice Sheet

SECOND WEEK 6 kiOURS

Dimensioning

a. Study - Chapter 11, pages 296 to 307

b. Introduction to Dimensioning

Instrument Drawings

a. Draw Fig. 3 and Dimension from Handout
EGT 111 IB

b. Draw Fig. 4 from Handout EGT 111-18

c. Draw Fig. 5 and Dimension from Handout
EGT 111 - 1C

THIRD WEEK 6 HOURS

Instrument Drawings Can't.

a. ,Draw Fig. 6 from Handout EGT 111 - 1C

b. Draw Fig. 2.89 and Dimension

c. ,Test Problem
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FOURTH WEEK 6 HOURS DATE COMPLETED

Geometric Construction

a. Study Chapter 4

b. Complete Handout EGT 111 - 2

c. Draw Fig. 4.70

d. Draw Fig. 4.69 and Dimension

FIFTH WEEK 6 NOURS

Geometric Construction

a. Draw Fig. 4.68

b. Test Problem

Isometric Sketching (Homework)

a. Study Chapter 5 and 16

b. IntrodUction to Isometrics

c. For Homework - Make Isometric Sketches on
Grid paper provided, of:

Fig. 5.51-2 Fig. 5.52-4
10 8
13 11

17 15

23 18

SIXTH WEEK 6 HOURS

'

Three View Drawings (Homework)

a. Introduction to Three View Drawings

b. For Homework - Make Three View Sketches
on paper'provided, of:

Fig. 5.51-2 -13 Fig. 5.52 -5 -18
-5 -17 -9 -20
-8 -21 -12 -21
-10 -23 -15 -23

Multiview Projections, Introduction To Dimensioning (CLASSWORK)

a. Study Chapter%

b. Study Chapter 11, pages 269-307

c. Draw Fig. 6.53 and Dfmension
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SEVENTH WEEK 6 HOURS DATE COMPLETED-

Iniroduction to Shop Processes

a. Study Chapter 10, pages 267 to 295

b. Draw Fig. 6.54

c: Draw Fig. 6.55 and Dimension

d. Test Problem

'EIGHTH WEEK 6 HOURS

a. DraW Fig. 6.62

b. Draw Fig. 6.76 and Dimension

N NTH WEEK- 6 HOURS

-a. Complete Missing Line Handout
EGT,111-4

b. Complete Missing View Handout
EGT 111-5

TENTH WEEK 6 HOURS

a. COn't. assignment from ninth weeX

ELEVENTH WEEK.

FINAL EXAM
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COURSE NUMBER

COURSE TITLE

LECTURE HOURS
PER WEEK

PREREQUISITES

A opendix 3

&wow& 'Ethnical College
COURSE SYLLABUS

EGT 1.21 .

Engineering Graphics II

1 LAB/SHOP/CLINIC 9 QUARTER CREDIT
HOURS PER WEEK HOURS

Ear 111 SEMESTER HOURS.

CATALOG COURSE DESCRIPTION

A cectinuaticn of Engineering Graphics I. Students will learn to make secticn view,

adiciliary views and drawthreads. and fasteners to meet industry standards.. The students

will also learn the use and purpose of TaoricIng drawings and how to draw thei.

PURPOSE OF THE COURS
'the pirpose of this coure is to enhance the students drafting skills acquired in EGT 111

through applicaticn and practice Tahile learning to drat; secticcial and auxiliary views,
screw titii, fasteners and working drawings.

REQUIRED \TEXTS AND OTHER MATERIALS

Text: Tecknical Drawing - Giesecke et.' all.

Materials: Drafting Kit
81/2 x 11 drafting paper - pad
11 x 17 drafting paper - pad

DEVELOPED BY
W. L. Caraway DATE

8/10/81

APPROVED BY DATE



first Week e

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY.

Assi gnment Outl 1 ne,

.EGT 121

10 Hours

A. Introduction to sectional views Chapter 7

Instrument Drawings

Study Chapter 7
See fi "Secti ons and. Conventi ons"

See slides "Secttons" No. S. ,

Complete handout No. EGT 111-6 and review

conti nui ng.
Do. assigned problems from text Fig. 7.4

use, decimal-inch and metric dimensional. p

Second Week

Instrument Drawi'ngs

10 Hours

(a) Draw Fig: 7.47, with, dimensions.. .

(b) Draw Fi T.. 7.49 w:i th dimensions.

Third Week . ..,1a, Hours .

(a) Do Fig. 7.56 with dimensions
(b) Do Fig.' 7,57. wi th di mensi ons

Fourth Week 10 Hours

(a) Draw Fig. 7.58 with dimensions and
(b) Draw Fig. 7.59. with dimensions and

Fifth Week -
10 Hours

(a) Draw Fig. 7.67 with dimensions and finish marks

(b) Do quiz problem ts assigned by instructor

Sixth Week 10 Hours

A. Introduction to auxiliary views

with instruct before

ru, Fig. ..45, regd.)

.

Sectional problems continued

Sectional probleins continued

A

Secti onal problems Conti nu

finish marks
finish marks

Secti onal problNIS conti nued

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Read and study Chapter 8
See film "Sirtilreltaillary Views"

See slidPs..." e Auxiliary Views" Ne. 18

Complete handout EGT-121-1 drawing a 'complete auxiliary view of each

problem. Review with instructor before continuing with next problem

assi gnment.

22
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Seventh Week - TO Hours

Auxiliary views problems continued

(a) Oraw a iomplete working drawing of the following problems from

handout sheet:

(a) push off,plate
(b) brush holder
(c) off-setAihse
(d) angle bracket

After completing each problem, revteith instructor.
f

Eighth Week - 10 Hours c

Auxiliary view problems continued c---

Draw a complete working drawing of the following problems.:

(a) Fig. 8.30 with aitmenlons
with dimens ons '.'

Ninth Week -10Qours

(b) Fig% 8%35

Auxiliary view p blems'continued

Draw a complete 4rkl ng drawing of the f llowing problems:

(a) -Fi .38 wi dimensions

(b) Fig. 50-1 wit dimensions

(c). Fig. 8. 0-3 with mensio

Tenth Week 10 Hours

Auxiliary view problems continued

(a) Do quiz drawing as assigned by instructor

(6) Introduction to Treads, Fasteners, and Springs

(a) Study Chapter 13

(b) See slides "Screw Thread Drawing and Specificationsh No. 20

(c) See slides "Threaded Fasteners" No. 21

(d) Complete handout on screw threads and fasteners, EGT 121-2

and-reveiw with instructor

Eleventh Week 10 Hours 111

(a) Complete any unfinished problems

(b) Final exam as assigned by instructor

2 2



Engineering Graphics Technology

EGT 121

Grading

Grades for EGT 121 will bm based on drawing, quizzes and an exam.

'Drawing & Handouts 40%

Quizzes 20%

Exam 40%

Drawings will be graded on line qualityr niatnmss, lettering,
accuracy and dimensioning. All drawings, quizzes, handouts
will be available to students to review and return to Initructor
for filing.

Students work will be reviewed daily by instructor for the purpose
of making comments', corrections, additions, etc. as deemed appropri-

ate for continued progress.

Cl assroom Appearance
cp

Student will clean his or,her working area daily. Brush off drawing

board, reference table top and shelves.

Student will wash drawing board and reference table top every week
or as necessary.

All trash will be disposed of properly.
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Appendix 4

The Engineering Graphics III Course Syllabus has a A eceived at the
time this instruction guide is reproduced.
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Appendix 5

DO'S AND DON'TS OF DIMENSIONING

The 4ollow1ng Do's and Don'ts of Dimensioning are taken from:

Giesecke, Frederick E.; Mitchell, Alva; Spencer, Henry Cecil; and
Hill, Ivan Leroy. Technical Drawing, 6th ed., NY: Macmillan

Publishing Co., Inc., 1974, pages 329-331.

'They are reproduced at the suggestion of the Task Force Committee on
Drafting.

1. Each dimension should be,given clearly, so that it can be interpreted
in only one way.

2. Dimensions should not be duplicated or the same Anformation be
given in two different ways, and no dimensions should be given
except those needed to produce or inspect the part.

3. Dimensions should be given between points or surfaces that have a
functional relation to each other or that control the location of

mating parts.

4. Dimensions should be given to finished surfaces or important center
lines in preference to rough surfaces wherever possible.

5. Dimensions should be so given that it will not be necessary for the
machinist to calculate, scale, or assume any dimension.

6. Dimensions should be attache& to the view where the shape is best

shown (contour rule).

7. Dimensions should be placed in the viewv/here the features dimensioned
are shown true shape.

8. Avoid'dimensioning to hidden lines wherever possible.

9. Dimensions should not be placed upon a view unless clearness is
promoted and long extension lines are avoided.

10. Dimensions applying to two adjacent views should be placed betWeen
views, unlesS clearness is promoted by placing them outside.

11. The longer dimensions should be placed outside all intermediate
dimensions, so that dimension lines will not cross extension lines.

12. In machine drawing, omit all inch marks, except when necessary fer
clearness; for example, 1" VALVE.

2 2



13. Do not expect the workman to assume a feature is centered (as a

hole on a plate); he should be given a location dimension from one

side. However, if a hole is to be centered on a symmetrical rough

casting, mark the center line c and omit the locating dimension from

the center line.

14. A dimension should be attached to only one view (extension lines

not connecting two views).

15. Detail dimensions should "line up" in chain fashion.

16. Avoid a complete chain of detail dimensions; better omit one,

otherwise add REF (reference) to one detail dimension or the over-all

dimension.

17. A dimension line should never be drawn through a dimension figure.

A figure should never be lettered over any line of the drawing.

18. Dimension lines should be spaced uniformly throughout the drawing.

They should be at least 3/8" from the object outline and 1/4"

apart.

19. No line of the drawing should be used as a dimension line or coincide

with a dimension line.

20. A dimension line should never be joined end-to-end (chain fashion)

with any line of 'the drawing.

21. Dimenaion lines should not cross, if avoidable.

22. Dimension lines and extension lines should not cross, if avoidable

(extension lines may cross each other).

23. AThen extension lines cross extension lines or visible lines, no

break in either line should be made.

24. A center line may be extended and used as an extension line, in

which case it is still drawn like a center line.

25. Center lines should generally not extend from view to view.

26. Leaders for notes should be straight, not curved, and pointing to

the circular views of holes wherever possible.

27. Leaders shiuld slope at 450, 30°, or 600 with horizontal but may be

made at any odd angle except vertical or horizontal.

28. Leaders should extend from the beginning or end of a note, the

horizontal "shoulder" extending from the mid-height of the lettering.

29. Dimension figures.should be approximately centered between the

arrdwheads, except that in a "stack" of dimensions, the figures

should be "staggered."
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30. Dimension figures should be about 1/8" high for whole numbers and
1/4" high for fractions.

31. Dimension figures should never be crowded or in any way made difficult
to read.

32. Dimension figures should not be lettered over lines or sectioned
areas unless necessary, in which.case a clear space should be left

for the dimension figures.

33. Dimension figures for angles should generally be lettered.horizontally.

34. Fraction bars should never be inclined except in confined areas,
auch as in tables.

35. The numerator and denominator of a fraction should never touch the
fraction bar.

36. Notes should always be lettered horizontally on the sheet.

37. Notes should be brief'and clear, and the wording should be standard
in form.

38. Finish marks should be placed on the edge views of all finished
surfaces, including hidden edges and the contour and circular views
of cylindrical surfaces.

39. Finish marks should be omitted on holes or other features where a
note specifies a machining operation.

40. Finish marks shoUld be omitted on parts made from rolled stock.

41. If a part is finished a14 over, omit all finish marks, and use the
general note: FINISH ALL OVER, or FAO, not "f"A0 or "f" ALL OVERr

42. A cylinder is dimensibned by giving both its diameter and length in
the rectangular view, except when notes are used for holes. A
diagonal diameter in the circular view may be used in cases where

clearness is gained thereby.

43. Holes to be boared, drilled, reamed, etc., are size-dimensioned by
notes in which the leaders preferably point toward the circular
views of the holes. Indications of shop processes may be omitted
from notes.

44. Drill sizes are preferably expreesed in decimals. Particularly for

drills designated by number or letter, the decimal size must also
be given.

45. In general, a circle is dimensioned by its diameter, an arc by its
radius.

46. Avoid diagonal diameters, except for very large holes and for

circles of centers. They may be used on positive cylinders when
clearness is gained thereby.
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47. A diameter dimension figure should be followed by DIA except when
it is obviously a diameter.

48. The letter R should always follow a radius dimension figure. The
radial dimension line should have only one arrowhead, and it should
touch the arc.

49. Cylinders should be located by their 'center lines.

50. Cylinders should be located in the circular views, if possible.

51. Cylinders should be located by coordinate dimensions in preference
to angular dimensions where accuracy is important.

52. When there are several rough noncritical features obviously the
same size (filletsurounds, ribs, etc.), it is necessary to give

only typical dimensions, or. to use a mote.

53. WheU a dimension is not to scale, it should be underscored with a
wavy line or marked NTS or NOT Ta SCALE.

54. Mating dimensions should be given correspondingly on drawings of
mating parts.

55. Pattern dimensions should be given in two-place decimals or in
common whole numbers and fractions to the nearest 1/16".

5,6. Decimal dimensions should be used when accuracy greater than 1/64"
is required on a machine dimension.

57. Avoid cumulative tolerances, especially in limit dimensioning.



Appe x 6

OPTIONAL TASKS ,

Optional tasks.tyPically will'be reserved for the second year of drafting
training at the secondary level or for advanced students. At the discretion
of the instructor, mptional tasks may be taught during the first or
second year of secondary level training.

I.
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OPTIONAL ,

TASK

DRAFTING

(77--

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a teacher or text assigned problem, design and draw cams with uniform
harmonic and accelerated motion from giVen specificationa.

PERFORMANCE ACTINS:

1. Betermin,,p necessary space allocations.

2. Make the'required cam motion diagram from given specifications.
3. Draw the'required cam curie ou9ine.
4. Add necessary dimensions.
5. Check dralling for completeness and accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION 14ME: 10 Hours

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Draw cam motion diagram and cam curve oulline from assigned
problems.

- To instructor's satisfaction based on entry-level campetence
requirements of the drafting field.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Cam terminology
- Radial cams
- Cylindrical cams
- Yoke cams
- Cam motion diagrams
- Uniform motion cams
- Harmonic motion calms
- Accelerate mocion cams
- Cam curve outlines

OUTCOME-REFERENCED MEASURE:

- Figure 19-9, page 347, Mechancial Drawing, by French.

Th
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OPTIONAL DRAFTING

TASK GEARS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given sucifications and assigned problems, prepare spur gear drawings.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1. Determine necessary space allocations.

2. Make the required spur gear drawing.

3. Add necessary dimensions.
4. Add necessary lettering.
5. Check drawing for campleteness anO accuracy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 10 Hours

---)

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Prepare spur gear drawings from given specifications and aasignment.

-- To inst/Ltor's satisfaction based on entry-level competence
requirements of the drafting field.

'RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Gear terminology
- Gear formulae,
- Gear tooth curves'
- Dimensioning gears.
- Drawing - spur gear
- Drawing - rack
- Drawing - bevel gear
- Gear ratios
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OPTIONAL

TASK'

DRAFTING

PIPE DRAWING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given instruction and an3exercise from the teacher or text, prepare scale
layout.(double iine) and diagrammatic (single line) schematic pipe,drawinge
63 the satisfaction of the instructor.

PERFORMANCE ACTIO

1, Select pencils for layout lines, finished object lines,and
'letterin . Sharpen pencils.

2.

3.

4.

Tape pa
Make me

to board.
rements.

Layout borders. Draw guiddlines for title block. Letter

required information 4

5. Determine'space allocation.
6. Draw requirdd pipe drawing. Orthographic projection of giping

system.
7, Add necessary dimensions. Add necessary lettering,

8. Check drawing for completeness and accuF#cy.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCT/ON TIME: N/A

Its

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS:

- Prepare scale layout (double line) and di emetic (singleline)
pipe drawings according to given informatioff ahd to the instructor's

satiefaction.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

o.

- Pipe terminology
- Pipe sizes
- Pipe fittings
- Piping symbols
-.Single line pipe drawings

1/(--

- Double line pipe drawings
- Use of handbooks

- ASA Bulletins

)

- Pipe catalogs



OPTIONAL DRAFTING

TASK RENDER DESIGN USING INK
_ .

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given preliMinary presentation layouts, presentation sheetsi straightedge,
scale pencil and pen set, render the deSign itgAnk ,to communicate the
intended information to the user so that the user can answer Successfully
setof randomly drawn questions concerning the intended content of the

rendering,'

PERFORMANbE ACTIONS:

1. Review design data and layouts.
2. Align and affix presentation drawing to board.
3. Lightly draw outline of object on sheet.
4. Render outline plus major elements of drawing.
5. Add notes and labels.
6. Check drawing.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: N/A

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS,:

- Neatness applies.
- Using given.materials and assignment, render drawings in ink as

specified so the user can answer successfully a set of randomly
drawn questions concerning the intended content of the rendering.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

- Inking instruments
- Media
- Leroy set
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OPTIONAL
ADVANCED SPECIALITY
TASK

DRAFTING

SHOP PROCESSES - WELDING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given a table of welding symbols, draw, dimension, and label a welding
drawing according to instructions and data given by the instructor to

the satisfaction of the instructor.

PERFORMANCE ACTIONS:

1. Describe the value of welding to industry today.
2. Identify'the basic welding procesaes.
3. Identify the basic types of welded joints.
4. Discriminate between the fundamental welds. Identify the

.appropriate symbols for basic welds.
a. Arc and Gas weld symbols
b. Resistance weld symbols

5. Identify the complete welding symbols (ideograph),parts Ao
the instructor's satisfactidn.

a. Reference line
b. Arrow
c. Basic weld symbols
d. Dimensions and other data
e. SuRplementary symbols
f. Finish symbols
g. Tail
h. Specification process or other references

6. Draw welding symbols for a given:diagram of typical
welded joints (section views).

7. Given a set of specifications and an assignment by the
instructor, develop working drawings to indicate the
desired welding operation and include the appropriate
specificatons or information with the symbols.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTION TIME: 4 Hours

PERYORMANCE STANDAADS:
4

- Complete knowledge test with a minitum,df 75 percent accuracy and
performance test to the satisfaction of the instructor.

RELATED TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

= American Standards Association Z32.2.1, Graphical Symbols for
Welding

- 'American Welding Society-Standard Welding Symbols

2
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DRAFTING II

The availability of Drafting Task Force Committee participants during
the summer of 1981 (June, July, and August) and the time allocated for
the project did not permit the writing of a Drafting I.I instruction
guide during the initial year of the project. Drafting I was completed

and an introduction to Drafting II was initiated.

The introduction to Drafting II, a general description of the training,
Alp complete. It was idftilfied that Drafting II should consist of
several options in specialized drafting training at each vocational
center. Suggested options include: Architectural, Mechanical, and
Structural Drafting. These are the specialized areas of drafting training
that now are being taught at the secondary level to some degree.

There is not full agreement concerning offering a student the option to
select a full year of specialized training during the student's second
year of secondary drafting training. Some instructors suggest that stu-
dents could benefit from partial instruction in archi,tectural and partial
instruction in mechanical drafting during the second year. It is clear
that the articulation meetings resulted in a sharing of information and
thoughts concerning what should constitute Drafting II and that Drafting
II will be more standard in the four vocational centers as a result of
the articulation proceas.

Drafting II should be articulated. While that is no ,apparent similar
areas df training in Engineering Graphics at Greenville Technical College,
there may be other areas of training where there is similarity, such as
TEC's Architectural Drafting program. In addition, an articulated
Drafting II training program could be interpreted clearly to potential
employers.

The articulation of Drafting II at the secondary level will involve
describing at least three areas of drafting training; architectural,
mechanical, and structural. The four instructors involVed in secondary
training have suggested that they would prefer to work in teams of at
least tWo persons in the writing of instructional objectives for Drafting
II.. Release time will be essential to obtaining instructor participation
since all or most ,of the instructors hhve secondary jobs or responsibi-
lities that limit after hours or summer participation.

One possibility is to have a late or early summer workshop for several
days consecutively to develop an instructional guide for Drafting II.

In the mean time, a .1970 instructional outline developed by the SC State
Department of Education ekists for Drafting II and is being shared with
th6,46171 vocational center instructors.
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THIS DOCUMENT AND BINDER ARE THE PRCPERTY OF THE SCHCOL DISTRICT
OF GREENVILLE COUNTY OR GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

The production of this curriculum guide and binder by the OCcupational Education
Articulation Program was funded through the South Carolina Appdlichian Council

of Governments. This guide and binder are the property of The School District
of Greenville County or Greenville Technical College.

Except for document and binder copies that have been placed in libraries or
shared with educational organizations, the documents and binders are issued on
an accountability basis.

Documents and binders issued to instructor participants remain the property of
the issuing institution. Should a vocational instructor /eave the employment
of The School District of Greenville County or Greenville Technical College, the
document and binder must be returned to the principal, vocational center
d ector, or department head so the instruction guide may be used by replacement .

sonnel.

Corrections, modifications, and notes may be made on the pages of the documents
for the purpose of modifying the field trial edition orto improve the instruc-
tional value of tfie document. Please share any corrections, modifications, and
recommendations concerning this, document with the Occupational Education
Articulation Program.

Illegible or blank document page replacements may be requested at no cost through
the Occupational Education Articulation Program. For replacement pages, please

indicate:

Document Title
Module Number
Task Number or Page Number

Replacemen7o5ts for this document and binder are:

1" Binder - $2.80
2" Binder - $5.00
Document - .050 per page (1982)

Occupational Education Articulation Program
The School District of Greenville County
c/o Donaldson Vocational Center
Donaldson Center
Greenre, SC 29605

(or)

Consultant, VoCti:tional Eduditton
The School District of Greenville County

(or)
Associate Vice President for Education
Greenville Technical College
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BINDER DESIGN

(Occupational Education Articulation Program)

The binder design is simple and straightforward.

Two triangular figures, in balance, represent the two. insti
participating in articulation.

'Non levels of training are represented by the placement of the triangles
and the identification of the two institutions.,

Horizonil and vertical lines represent lateral and vertical articulation.

The diagonal across the design represents the progressive movement in
career develapment for successful job performance.

The two figures are not closed when they face, but allow for interaction
and are linked by the document titles: "Articulation Policies and
Procedures Guide" and "Articulated, Performance-based Instruction Guide."

Binder covers by the Graphics Arts program
Donaldson Vocational Center

Tbe School District of Greenville County


